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SUMMARY
High Performance Relational Computing (HPRC) such as modern enterprise applica-
tions represents an emergent application arena that requires the processing of queries and
computations over massive amounts of data. Large-scale, multi-GPU cluster systems po-
tentially present a vehicle for major improvements in throughput and consequently overall
performance. However, throughput improvement using GPUs is challenged by the distinc-
tive memory and computational characteristics of Relational Algebra (RA) operators that
are central to queries for answering business questions. This thesis first maps the relational
computation onto GPUs by designing a series of tools and then explores the different op-
portunities of reducing the limitation brought by the memory hierarchy across the CPU and
GPU system. Contributions from this thesis include:
• The design, implementation, and evaluation of Red Fox, a compiler and runtime
infrastructure for executing relational queries on GPUs. Red Fox is comprised of
(1) a language front-end for LogiQL which is a commercial query language, (2) an
RA to GPU compiler, (3) optimized GPU implementation of RA operators, and (4) a
supporting runtime. Its performance is evaluated on the full set of industry standard
TPC-H queries on a single node GPU. Compared with a commercial LogiQL system
implementation optimized for a state of art CPU machine, Red Fox on average is
11.20x faster including PCIe transfer time. To the best of my knowledge, this is the
first reported end-to-end compilation and execution infrastructure that supports the
full set of TPC-H queries on commodity GPUs.
• Inspired in part by loop fusion optimizations in the scientific computing community,
a new compiler technique called kernel fusion is designed as a basis for data move-
ment optimizations. Kernel fusion fuses the code bodies of several GPU kernels
to (1) reduce data footprint to cut down data movement throughout GPU and CPU
xv
memory hierarchy, and (2) enlarge compiler optimization scope. The experiments
on NVIDIA Fermi platforms demonstrate that kernel fusion can bring another 2.89x
speedup in GPU computation on average across the micro-benchmarks tested.
• A CPU-based multi-predicate join algorithm is ported into GPU by exposing more
fine-grained parallelism and adapting the memory access patterns to the GPU mem-
ory hierarchy. This is a good example of porting old sequential algorithm into GPUs.
The new algorithm not only can aggregate the computation together to reduce the
data movement overhead, but also can provide much better performance and be used
with more flexibility compared with kernel fusion.
• The new GPU-based multi-predicate join algorithm is integrated into a multi-threaded
CPU database runtime system that supports out-of-core data set. GPUs are viewed
as another high throughput processors and the original partitioning and scheduling
algorithms do not need to be modified. In the experiment, the input data are stored in
SSD and two high-end GPUs are used in parallel. The integration proves the feasi-
bility of using GPUs to accelerate existing database systems to solve real problems.
This thesis presents key insights, lessons learned, measurements from the implementa-




High Performance Relational Computing (HPRC) has emerged as a discipline that mir-
rors high performance scientific computing in importance. HPRC promises to profoundly
impact the way businesses grow, the way people access services, and how people gen-
erate new knowledge. This is especially true of the commercial enterprise space that is
the engine of the economy. This enterprise software stack is a collection of infrastructure
technologies supporting bookkeeping, analytics, planning, and forecasting applications for
enterprise data. The task of constructing these applications is challenged by the increas-
ing sophistication of the relational analysis required and the enormous volumes of data
being generated and subject to analysis. Consequently, a growing demand exists for in-
creased productivity in developing applications for sophisticated data-analysis tasks such
as optimized search, probabilistic computation, and deductive reasoning. This demand is
accompanied by the exponential growth in the target data sets and commensurate demands
for increased throughput to keep pace with the growth in data volumes.
The explosive growth of Big Data in the enterprise has energized the search for archi-
tectural and systems solutions to sift through massive volumes of data. The use of pro-
grammable GPUs has appeared as a potential vehicle for high throughput implementations
of enterprise applications with an order of magnitude or more performance improvement
over traditional CPU-based implementations because discrete GPU accelerators provide
massive fine-grained parallelism, higher raw computational throughput, and higher mem-
ory bandwidth compared to multi-core CPUs. This expectation is motivated by the fact
that GPUs have demonstrated significant performance improvements for data intensive sci-
entific applications such as molecular dynamics [2], physical simulations in science [3],
options pricing in finance [4], and ray tracing in graphics [5]. It is also reflected in the
emergence of accelerated cloud infrastructures for small and medium enterprise such as
1
Amazon’s EC-2 with GPU instances [6]. Current EC2 8xlarge GPU instances are about
40% more expensive than 8xlarge CPU instances. Nominally, it is expected that if GPU
implementations can provide significant speedup in excess of 40% relative to CPU imple-
mentations, enterprises will have a strong motivation to move to GPU-accelerated clusters
if the software stacks can accommodate mainstream development infrastructures - a major
motivation for the contributions of this thesis. A further motivation for the use of GPU
accelerators is their energy efficiency. Nine out of the top ten supercomputers in the latest
Green 500 use NVIDIA Tesla or AMD FirePro GPU cards [7].
While programming languages and environments have emerged to address productivity
and algorithmic issues for these type of applications, the ability to harness modern high
performance hardware accelerators such as GPU devices is nascent at best. Towards this
end this dissertation researches the different aspects of using a GPU to accelerate relational
computation including algorithm design, system implementation, and compiler optimiza-
tions. In particular, the targeted domain is on-line analytics processing wherein relational
queries are processed over massive amounts of data. These queries are a mix of relational
and arithmetic operators and are typically supported by a variety of declarative program-
ming languages. The goal of this dissertation is to bridge the semantic gap between rela-
tional queries and GPU execution models and maintain significant performance speedup
relative to the baseline CPU implementation. The target platforms are cloud systems com-
prising high performance multicore processors accelerated with GPUs, such as those from
vendors NVIDIA, AMD, and Intel. The baseline implementation is executed on stock mul-
ticore blades that employs a runtime system that parcels out work units (e.g., a relational
query over a data partition) to cores and manages out-of-core data sets. The envisioned ac-
celerated configuration employs GPUs attached to the node that can also execute such work
units where a relational query is comprised of a mix of Relational Algebra (RA) [8] (Set
operators, PROJECT, SELECT, PRODUCT, and JOIN), arithmetic, and logic operators.
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However, the application of GPUs to the acceleration of applications that perform re-
lational queries and computations over massive amounts of data is a relatively recent trend
and there are fundamental differences between such applications and compute-intensive
scientific High Performance Computing (HPC) applications. Relational queries on the sur-
face appear to exhibit significant data parallelism. Unfortunately, this parallelism is gener-
ally more unstructured and irregular than other domain specific operations, such as those
common to dense linear algebra, complicating the design of efficient parallel implementa-
tions. RA operators also exhibit low operator density (operations per byte) making them
very sensitive to and limited by the memory hierarchy and costs of data movement. Overall,
the nature and structure of relational queries make different demands on the following:
• Traversals through the memory hierarchy: The low operator density of relational
computation determines that the cost of moving data is much higher than the cost of
computation. Moreover, relational computation tends to exhibit poor spatial and little
temporal locality while modern processors and memory hierarchies are optimized for
locality. Coupled with a high ratio of memory accesses, queries make poor use of
memory bandwidth. When processing large amounts of data, reducing or hiding the
data movement overhead is the fundamental challenge.
• Choice of logical and arithmetic operators: The computation of enterprise application
is much simpler than HPC. For example, typically the largest part of a calculation is
search which only requires address calculations, integer comparisons and conditional
branches. Thus, there is not much room to improve the single thread instruction level
parallelism (ILP) compared with the traditional scientific applications.
• Control flow structure: Computations over relations are highly data dependent. Con-
trol flow and memory access behaviors are difficult to predict while available con-
currency is time varying, data dependent, and also difficult to predict. It is more
challenging for GPU to handle these control flow when massive number of threads
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run concurrently and synchronously.
• Data layout: Relational databases operate on relations or tables which is different
from other HPC applications which commonly use sparse and dense multidimen-
sional arrays. The independence between different rows or columns in a table is a
source of potential parallelism in relational computation.
Compared with the baseline CPU only system, the target platform which is augmented
by a GPU raises several unique problems as listed below.
• PCIe channel. Discrete GPUs communicate with the CPU through the PCIe bus
which has much smaller bandwidth (16GB/s) compared with either the CPU memory
bandwidth (100GB/s) or the GPU memory bandwidth ( 300GB/s). To make things
worse, GPU memory capacity is much smaller than that of the CPU. The largest
memory today found on a single GPU is 12GB. Due to the above two reasons, pro-
cessing out-of-core data involves multiple data movement transfers over PCIe.
• Load Balance. Load balance is important for any parallel computation. GPUs host
tens of thousands of fine grained threads that operate in synchronous thread groups.
Small variations in load balance can produce large degradations in performance.
• GPU architecture. The GPU architecture is fundamentally different from the CPUs.
Optimized for throughput rather than latency the GPU hosts a bulk synchronous par-
allel (BSP) execution model. Techniques that work well on CPU may not work well
in a GPU. Thus, recompilation of an old code base may not lead to efficient perfor-
mance. New algorithms and new data management techniques are needed.
The result of the above demands and challengers is significant algorithmic and engi-
neering challenges to harnessing the throughput capabilities of GPUs. Consequently, two
major components of the execution that need to be addressed are
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• The efficient and effective execution of relational queries operating over data parti-
tions to make use of the throughput of GPUs. This is essentially an algorithm issue.
• The management of large data sets whose size exceeds available memory.
To address these two components, four different but related steps are taken in this disserta-
tion to effectively harness GPUs for relational computations.
First, an end-to-end compiler/runtime system called Red Fox [9] is designed to effi-
ciently map full relational queries to GPUs. In Red Fox, an application is specified in
LogiQL a declarative programming model for database and business analytics applica-
tions [10]. This development model for enterprise applications combines transactions with
analytics by using a single expressive declarative language amenable to efficient evalua-
tion schemes, automatic parallelization, and transactional semantics. The application then
passes through a series of compilation stages that progressively lowers LogiQL into rela-
tional and arithmetic primitive operators, primitive operators into computation kernels, and
finally kernels are translated into binaries that are executed on the GPU. A set of algorithm
skeletons for each operator is provided as a CUDA [11] template library to the compiler.
During compilation, the skeletons are instantiated to match the data structure format, types,
and low level operations used by a specific operator. The application is then serialized into
a binary format that is executed on the GPU by a runtime implementation. Red Fox is
evaluated on the full set of TPC-H benchmark queries [12] executing on an NVIDIA GPU
with small data sets which fit in the GPU memory.
Second, Kernel Weaver [13], an optimization module for Red Fox, is designed to ad-
dress the challenge of optimizing data movement through the CPU-GPU memory hierarchy
because relational computations are limited by each level of the memory. Considering the
fact that Red Fox maps complex queries into dozens of dependent primitives which need to
pass information by using large volume of intermediate data when the problem size is large.
Kernel Weaver can automatically apply a cross-kernel optimization, kernel fusion [14], to
these primitives. Kernel fusion is analogous to traditional loop fusion [15] that can fuses
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small kernels into big ones. Its principal benefits are that it (1) reduces transfers of interme-
diate data through the CPU-GPU memory hierarchy, (2) reduces the overall memory data
footprint of a sequence of kernels in each level of the memory hierarchy, and (3) increases
the textual scope, and hence benefits, of many existing compiler optimizations.
Third, inspired by sequential LFTJ [1], a multi-predicate join algorithm optimized for
the GPU is designed [16]. Similar to Kernel Weaver, this optimization fuses multiple join
operations at the algorithmic level to reduce the data movement. However, this new al-
gorithm also (1) uses a more compact TrieArray data structure, (2) eliminates intermedi-
ate data reorganization steps (e.g. sorting if using sort-merge join) when joining multiple
predicates by different keys, (3) utilizes the GPU resource and memory bandwidth more
efficiently.
The fourth and the last step is to handle out-of-core datasets, thereby freeing the im-
plementation from the limitations of the on-board GPU memory and the size of the host
memory. This extension is demonstrated by integrating the GPU-Optimized LFTJ with a
CPU based database system. The CPU system is in charge of partitioning the data, assign-
ing work loads to CPU and GPU cores.
1.1 Contributions
This thesis argues that high throughput discrete GPUs can be used to accelerate relational
computations for real world complex queries. The specific contributions of this thesis are
the following.
Red Fox compilation/runtime tool chain The main contribution of Red Fox is a so-
lution for effectively executing full queries in heterogeneous clouds augmented with GPUs.
and an implementation, demonstration, and evaluation of the solution. More specifically,
Red Fox is an extensible compilation and execution flow for executing queries expressed
in declarative/query languages on processors implementing the BSP [17] execution model
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- specifically GPUs. It provides an engineering design that supports portability across mul-
tiple front-end languages and multiple back-end GPU architectures which is achieved via
two standardized interfaces.
• Query Plan: A query plan format that decouples the language front-end from com-
piler optimizations making it possible to integrate other language front-ends, e.g.,
SQL [18] or NoSQL [19].
• Harmony IR [20]: An IR of operators implemented on the GPU that forms an inter-
face with which to integrate (1) machine-specific optimizers and (2) different GPU
language implementations for operators, e.g., CUDA or OpenCL [21] (Red Fox cur-
rently supports CUDA).
To the best of my knowledge, Red Fox is the first infrastructure that compiles and
executes the complete TPC-H benchmark on GPUs. The result of evaluation proves the
computation advantage and cost efficiency of running relational computations on a GPU.
Kernel Weaver optimization module Kernel Weaver design provides insight into
how, why, and when kernel fusion works with quantitative measurements from implemen-
tations targeted to NVIDIA GPUs. The idea, the framework, and the algorithm for au-
tomated kernel fusion can also be applied to other application domain. In particular, the
definition of basic dependencies between GPU kernels is general and can be used for other
GPU compilation analysis and optimization passes. The quantification of the impact of
kernel fusion on different levels of the memory hierarchy provides guidelines for future
RA algorithm design.
Multi-predicate join algorithm This is a good example of how to port a sequential
algorithm optimized for a CPU onto a GPU. The GPU algorithm changes the CPU tree
traversal method from the depth first into breadth first to exploit fine grained parallelism. It
also makes trade-offs between binary search and linear search to find the balance between
computation complexity and good load balance and low control and memory divergence.
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The evaluation with clique listing also demonstrates the possibility of using relational com-
putation to solve graph problems on a GPU. This algorithm is also the fastest sort-merge
join variant for GPUs to the best of my knowledge.
Out-of-core data set support The integration into a CPU based system and the ex-
tension to the support of out-of-core data set provides the design of a complete GPU-
accelerated system that can be adapted a product. The reported end-to-end performance
demonstrates the feasibility and efficiency of using GPUs to solve real world problem.
Collectively, these contribution will lead to the conclusion that GPUs can be used to-
gether with the existing database system and bring several times speedup.
1.2 Organization
The main body of this thesis introduces the above four steps in four chapters. The detailed
organization is as follows.
Chapter 2 first briefly introduces the necessary background information for this thesis
including the LogiQL query language, RA primitive operators, architecture and the pro-
gramming model for NVIDIA GPUs. Next, this chapter describes the state-of-art in using
GPU to accelerate relational computation.
Chapter 3 presents the design of Red Fox. It first introduces the structure of the two
IRs of Red Fox which can be used to extend it to support different front-end languages
or back-end devices. This chapter then describes each module of Red Fox including the
language front-end, data structures, RA primitive algorithm library, RA-GPU compiler, and
Harmony runtime. The experimental component compares the performance of Red Fox
and a commercial CPU based database system over all 22 TPC-H queries. The experiment
analysis also includes the cost comparison, discusses the individual query performance,
breaks down the performance into individual queries and characterizes the impact of GPU
architecture on the performance.
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Chapter 4 describes kernel fusion optimization using Kernel Weaver for relational op-
erators. This chapter first explains the source of the problem and then lists the six benefits
of using kernel fusion. The discussion next presents the three steps to automate the pro-
cess (1) finding primitives that can be fused, (2) choosing primitives that are profitable if
fused together, and (3) generating the fused kernel code by interweaving the original source
CUDA code. The experimental component lists the results of applying kernel fusion to sev-
eral common combinations of RA primitives. The performance is analyzed to evaluate the
benefits.
Chapter 5 describes the implementation of a multi-predicate join algorithm for GPUs.
It first introduces the original CPU algorithm and then explains the use of the compressed
sparse row (CSR) data structure. The chapter uses examples to explain how the CPU al-
gorithm’s tree traversal is changed to breadth first and subsequent algorithm design issues.
The experiment section reports results for triangle listing and clique listing problems.
Chapter 6 is the last chapter of the main body of the thesis and discusses how to integrate
the GPU multi-predicate join algorithm into a CPU runtime system. It first introduces the
CPU partition algorithm, the system framework, and the use of double buffering to pipeline
the GPU computation with the PCIe data transfer. The experimental component evaluates
the performance by running triangle listing over large real and synthesized graphs in a GPU
accelerated heterogeneous system.
Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes the role of GPUs in relational compaction pointing out
the key aspects of using GPU in this application domain.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
This chapter first presents an overview of prior work in languages, algorithms, GPU archi-
tectures for relational computations on GPUs. The remainder of the chapter summarizes
relevant related work.
2.1 Background
The background information needed by the rest of the thesis includes the LogiQL relational
query language, RA primitive operators that queries can be translated into, and the GPU
device that can be used to accelerate the processing of the RA primitives.
2.1.1 LogiQL
LogiQL is a variant of Datalog [22], with extensions (aggregations, arithmetic, integrity
constraints and active rules) to support the development of an entire enterprise application
stack: from user-interface controls, to workflow involving complex business rules, to so-
phisticated analysis over data. The declarative nature of LogiQL is the key reason for its
suitability for rapid application development. LogiQL is a logic programming language,
where computations over data are expressed in terms of logical relations among sets of
data: e.g., conjunctions, implications, etc. Well-defined properties associated with logi-
cal relations, such as commutativity and associativity of conjunctions, readily expose data
parallelism in LogiQL programs. Internally, relational data are organized as a key-value
store [23]. The limited number of control operators (e.g., one sequencing operator), makes
it easy to construct a finite Data-flow Graph (DFG) and Control-flow Graph (CFG).
Compared to popular imperative programming languages such as Java or C++, LogiQL
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abstracts away much detail about the actual execution of a program from application de-
velopers: developers only specify logical relationships between data. Compared to emerg-
ing distributed programming languages for GPUs such as Map-Reduce [24], LogiQL ex-
presses a richer set of relational and database operations that are cumbersome to implement
in Map-Reduce.
2.1.2 Relational Algebra Primitives
Database programming languages are mainly derived from primitive operations common
to first order logic. They are also declarative, in that they specify the expected result of
the computation rather than a list of steps required to determine it. Due to their roots in
first order logic, many database programming languages such as SQL and Datalog can be
mostly or completely represented using RA. RA itself consists of a small number of funda-
mental operations, including PROJECT, SELECT, PRODUCT, SET operations (UNION,
INTERSECT, and DIFFERENCE), and JOIN. These fundamental operators are themselves
complex applications that are composed of multi-level algorithms and complex data struc-
tures. Given kernel-granularity implementations of these operations it is possible to com-
pile many high level database applications into a CFG of RA kernels.
RA consists of a set of fundamental transformations that are applied to sets of primitive
elements. Primitive elements consist of n-ary tuples that map attributes to values. Each
attribute consists of a finite set of possible values and an n-ary tuple is a list of n values, one
for each attribute. Another way to think about tuples is as coordinates in an n-dimensional
space. An unordered set of tuples of this type specifies a region in this n-dimensional space
and is termed a “relation”. Each transformation in RA performs an operation on a relation,
producing a new relation. Many operators divide the tuple attributes into key attributes and
value attributes. In these operations, the key attributes are considered by the operator and
the value attributes are treated as payload data that are not considered by the operation.
Table 1 lists the common RA operators and a few simple examples. In general, these
operators perform simple tasks on a large amount of data. A typical complex relational
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query consists of dozens of RA operators over massive data sets.
Table 1. The set of relational algebra operations. In the example, the 1st attribute is the ”key”. (Syntax:
(x,y) – tuple of attributes; {(x1,y1),(x2,y2)} – relation; [0,2] – attribute index)
RA Operator Description Example
SET A binary operator that consumed two x = {(2,b),(3,a),(4,a)},
UNION relations to produce a new relation y = {(0,a),(2,b)}
consisting of tuples with keys that are UNION x y→ {(0,a),(2,b),(3,a),(4,a)}
present in at least one of the input
relations.
SET A binary operator that consumes two x = {(2,b),(3,a),(4,a)},
INTERSECTION relations to produce a new relation y = {(0,a),(2,b)}
consisting of tuples with keys that are INTERSECT x y→ {(2,b)}
present in both of the input relations.
SET A binary operator that consumes two x = {(2,b),(3,a),(4,a)},
DIFFERENCE relations to produce a new relation y = {(3,a),(4,a)}
of tuples with keys that exist in one DIFFERENCE x y→ {(2,b)}
input relation and do not exist in the
other input relation.
CROSS A binary operator that combines the x = {(3,a),(4,a)},
PRODUCT attribute spaces of two relations to y = {(True)}
produce a new relation with tuples PRODUCT x y→ {(3,a,True),(4,a,True)}
forming the set of all possible ordered
sequences of attribute values from the
input relations.
JOIN A binary operator that intersects on x = {(2,b),(3,a),(4,a)},
the key attribute and cross product of y = {(2,f),(3,c),(3,d)}
value attributes. JOIN x y→ {(2,b,f),(3,a,c),(3,a,d)}
PROJECT A unary operator that consumes one x = {(2,False,b),(3,True,a),(4,True,a)}
input relation to produce a new output PROJECT [0,2] x→ {(2,b),(3,a),(4,a)}
relation. The output relation is formed
from tuples of the input relation after
removing a specific set of attributes.
SELECT A unary operator that consumes one x = {(2,False,b),(3,True,a),(4,True,a)}
input relation to produce a new output SELECT (key==2) x→ {(2,False,b)}
relation that consists of the set of
tuples that satisfy a predicate
equation. This equation is specified
as a series of comparison operations on
tuple attributes.
Among all the RA primitive operators, JOIN is the most complex one and is more
compute intensive than the rest of the RA primitives. Another problem of JOIN is that
its output size can vary, i.e. between zero to the product of the sizes of the two inputs.
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Conservatively reserving the largest possible memory space for storing the output wastes
memory.
In addition to these operators, enterprise applications perform arithmetic computations
ranging from simple operators such as aggregation to more complex functions such as
statistical operators used for example in forecasting or retail analytics. Further, operators
such as SORT and UNIQUE are required to maintain certain order amongst data elements
and thereby can introduce certain ordering constraints amongst relations.
2.1.3 General Purpose GPUs
The current implementation targets NVIDIA GPUs and therefore the terminology of the
bulk synchronous execution model underlying NVIDIA’s CUDA language is adopted. Fig-
ure 1 shows an abstraction of NVIDIA’s GPU architecture and execution model. A CUDA
application is composed of a series of multi-threaded data parallel kernels. Data-parallel
kernels are composed of a grid of parallel work-units called Cooperative Thread Arrays
(CTA)s which in turn consist of an array of threads that may periodically synchronize at
CTA-wide barriers. In the processors, threads within a CTA are grouped into logical units
known as warps that are mapped to SIMD units called Stream Multiprocessor (SMX)s.
Hardware warp and thread scheduling hides memory and pipeline latencies. Global mem-
ory is used to buffer data between kernels as well as to communicate between the CPU and
GPU. Each SMX has a shared scratch-pad memory with allocations for each CTA and can
be used as a software controlled cache. Registers are privately owned by each thread to
store immediately used values.
Kernels are compiled to Parallel Thread eXecution (PTX), a virtual Instruction Set Ar-
chitecture (ISA) that is realized on NVIDIA GPUs [25]. This PTX representation is a
reduced instruction set computing (RISC) virtual machine similar to LLVM [26] that is
amenable to classical compiler optimization. Based on CUDA, NVIDIA also distributes
an open source template library–Thrust [27] which is very similar to the C++ Standard
Template Library (STL) library and provides high performance parallel primitives such as
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Figure 1. NVIDIA GPU Architecture and Execution Model.
SET operations. While the current implementation is based on CUDA, the use of bulk syn-
chronous parallel model permits relatively straightforward support for industry standard
OpenCL which is supported by NVIDIA, AMD and Intel GPUs.
Performance is maximized when all of the threads in the warp take the same path
through the program. However, when threads in a warp do diverge on a branch, i.e., dif-
ferent threads take different paths, performance suffers because the execution of two paths
is serialized. This is referred to as branch divergence. Memory divergence occurs when
threads in a single warp experience different memory-reference latencies because the ac-
cessed data may locate in different levels of the memory hierarchy and the entire warp has
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to wait until all memory references are satisfied.
GPU Dynamic Random-access Memory (DRAM) organizations favor coalesced mem-
ory accesses which are deep queues of coarse-grained bulk operations on large contiguous
chunks of data, so that all data that is transferred to the row buffer is returned to the proces-
sor, and that it is accessed sequentially as a long burst. However, a large number of requests
directed to addresses that map to different row buffers will force the memory controller
to switch pages and trigger premature row buffer transfers, reducing effective bandwidth.
Purely random accesses from active threads in a warp result in frequent row buffer transfers
and address traffic, which significantly reduce effective DRAM bandwidth.
CUDA Stream is a feature provided by NVIDIA CUDA to increase the concurrency
of using GPU. A CUDA stream represents a queue interface to the GPU device. Multiple
streams can be established to a device and CUDA commands (PCIe transfer, CUDA kernel)
in the same CUDA Stream are executed in order, while those in different streams can run
concurrently relative to each other.
Compared with a traditional multi-core CPU, GPUs have a considerably larger number
of (simpler) computation cores and higher memory bandwidth. However, discrete GPUs
are interconnected with the CPU via the PCIe which has relatively much smaller bandwidth
compared with either the CPU or GPU memory bandwidth. Moreover, the memory capac-
ity of modern GPU boards is not large - 12GBytes is the largest today. Thus for practical
data footprints, efficient staging and management of data movement between the host and
GPU memories is very important.
Terms used to describe GPU abstractions such as data parallel threads and shared
scratch-pad memory typically vary depending on the specific programming model being
considered. CUDA typically uses the terms thread and shared memory, and OpenCL typ-
ically uses work item and local memory. The CUDA terminology is adopted in this thesis
as is the implementation. However, the same concept and technology can also be applied
to OpenCL and its supported devices.
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2.2 Related Work
GPU-related database research is still in its very early stage. Previous research has focused
mainly on algorithm design for primitives and has reported good performance compared
with the CPU counterparts. Research groups have also been making an effort to design
complete systems that can utilize the computation power of GPUs. Few of the groups can
run complex real queries, besides which optimizations schemes are rarely reported.
2.2.1 RA Primitive Researches
Before NVIDIA introduced CUDA in 2006, General Purpose GPU (GPGPU) [28] pro-
gramming relied on graphics application program interface (API)s such as DirectX [29]
and OpenGL [30]. The limited support of programmability in hardware and software makes
it very difficult to perform a simple task such as matrix multiplication on GPUs. During
that period, Govindaraju et al. [31] designed GPU algorithms for several primitives such
as selection and aggregation. They observed noticeable speedup compared with optimized
CPU-based algorithms in some cases and that the GPU would have a bright future in the
database area.
The introduction of CUDA and OpenCL makes programming for GPUs much more
productive. Wu et al. [32] used CUDA to accelerate column scanning and get 5-6x speedup
against an eight-core CPU. He et al. [33] used CUDA to design a series of join algorithms
including sort-merge join, nested-loop join and hash join which achieved 2-7x speedup over
their CPU baseline. Later, Trancoso et al. [34] also implemented nested-loop join and hash
join in a GPU. They reported up to 21x speedup compared to a single core system. Sitaridi
et al. [35] researched the impact of shared memory bank conflicts on the performance of
join and aggregation. They proposed to reduce this problem by duplicating the data.
Baxter [36] designed the ModernGPU library including the sort-merge join algorithms.
Both the sort and the merge parts were based on the merge path framework [37] which can
balance the work load between CTAs and threads. Either sort or merge are implemented
in several CUDA kernels and all the kernels are pushed to be memory bound. Moreover,
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his JOIN algorithm calculates the output size first so that it does not need to conservatively
allocate a large segment of memory. The join throughput of his implementation can reach
about 35GB/s for 64-bit random keys in a Titan GPU.
All the above algorithms assume the data fit and reside in the GPU memory. Consider-
ing the limited GPU memory capacity, these algorithms could not directly run a large data
set. Moreover, the speedup would be reduced by including the PCIe data movement over-
head since PCIe bandwidth is much smaller than GPU memory bandwidth. CUDA Unified
Virtual Addressing (UVA) is a technique developed by NVIDIA in which programmers
can use a single unified memory space to manage the data stored separately in the CPU
and GPU. One advantage of UVA CUDA memory copy APIs is that the GPU can directly
access the data allocated in the CPU memory, so that the input and output data do not have
to have a local copy in the GPU, and a data set larger than GPU memory can be supported
although data still has to be moved through the PCIe. Kaldewey et al. [38] designed a hash
join algorithm by using UVA to support out-of-core data sets. Their measurements showed
that the performance of the algorithm was close to the PCIe bandwidth limit.
Fused architectures that put the CPU and GPU on the same die are a recent trend in
the heterogeneous system community. Intel GEN [39], AMD Accelerated Processing Unit
(APU) [40] and NVIDIA Project Denver [41] represent the latest efforts from industry.
More and better products will come in the future. At the cost of having a less powerful GPU
accelerator due to the limitation of chip size, power, thermal, etc., the largest advantage
provided by the fused architecture is that memory of the CPU and GPU will be shared
(not completely shared for current products) and PCIe is no longer needed. He et al. [42]
implemented a Hash Join algorithm in OpenCL that can utilize this feature and perform the
computation in both the CPU and GPU. Their experiments performed on an AMD APU
showed that the implementation was 1.53x or 1.35x faster than computing on CPU or GPU
only respectively.
Broneske et al. [43] proposed a software engineering approach to design RA operators
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for different processors including GPUs by using a single code base to reduce errors and
improve maintainability.
2.2.2 Researches on GPU Accelerated Database System
Compared with the implementations of relational primitives, the system level research for
executing queries on GPUs is much less mature. When executing a complete query involv-
ing many primitives, problems faced by a single primitive are amplified. To the best of my
knowledge, Red Fox is the first system that can run complex queries on GPUs such as the
full TPC-H benchmark. While the TPC-H website [44] lists and ranks reported large scale
performance, none of the reference platforms use GPUs.
Pioneering early work in GPU database systems was GPUQP, developed by He et
al [45] which has started to migrate to OpenCL [46]. Their system was built on top of
the RA primitives they designed. However, they had not been addressing any runtime is-
sue necessary to manage the execution of full scale queries and its interaction with the
compilation. They only reported results for two TPC-H queries, Q1 and Q3, which were
just slightly faster than the CPU counterparts. Subsequently, Fang et al. designed several
data compression schemes based on GPUQP to reduce the PCIe data transfer for database
queries [47]. The compression and decompression throughput on GPUs could reach 45
GB/s and 56 GB/s respectively.
Bakkum et al. also tried to run full queries on GPUs, but with a very different ap-
proach [48]. They modified the virtual machine infrastructure of SQLite to use GPUs to
execute SQLite opcodes (not RA primitives). Their implementations achieved a 20-70x
speedup for some simple synthesized queries compared with the stock SQLite. While
novel, their implementations had not yet matured to complex operators (e.g., implementa-
tion supporting JOIN).
Recently, Yuan et al. [49] built a column-store GPU query engine, YDB, for data ware-
house workloads and tested it with the Star Schema Benchmark [50], a benchmark modified
from TPC-H. The engine they built also has a primitive library, which was implemented
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in both CUDA and OpenCL. However, their engine lacks a runtime system and a flexible
infrastructure (e.g., the two IRs in Red Fox). The performance Yuan et al. reported was
1.2-6.5x faster than their CPU baseline. The optimization suggestions they made (using
UVA, invisible join, data compression) are also valuable for improving Red Fox and simi-
lar infrastructures. However, some of the observations the group mentioned are in conflict
with measurements from Red Fox. For example, their statement that the performance gain
from GPU hardware advancement is very small might suggest that their implementations
of relational primitives are not fully optimized for the target hardware. This is also par-
tially verified by their following work which is implemented by Wang et al. [51] which
claimed that their memory usage is only 23%. To address this problem and pipeline the
PCIe and GPU computation, they designed a framework, MultiQx-GPU to concurrently
execute multiple queries by buffering data in CPU and an intelligent query scheduler. This
thesis uses simple double buffer scheme to increase concurrency.
Martinez [52] et al. designed a Datalog engine for GPUs and could run it with simple
Datalog rules. They designed algorithms and performed some simple optimizations for
individual RA primitives and some fused operators for common patterns (e.g., two back-
to-back selections). Compared with their work, LogiQL is more expressive and Red Fox
uses a more efficient primitive design, has more optimizations, can automatically perform
kernel fusion, and supports more complex queries.
Rauhe [53] et al. designed a multi-level parallelism framework to execute relational
queries in GPUs and tested with only seven TPC-H queries due to the lack of support of
functions such as string operations. They chose to manually write the OpenCL code for the
queries instead of translating from the high level query language because they could apply
all the techniques to improve the performance. The three levels in their platforms are CTA
compute, CTA accumulation, and global accumulation. In the CTA compute phase, GPU
threads execute the programs adopted from their earlier CPU implementation to a portion
of the data. The results computed by the GPU threads are aggregated inside the CTAs and
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then across the CTAs by another kernel. Their method did not optimize for GPUs and had
problems such as load balance.
Pirk et al. [54, 55] have a very different approach to using the GPU. They partition
the data bitwise and let the GPU run approximate computations upon the most significant
bits of the data. Later on, the CPU refines the result by using the rest of the data. To
do so, they implement each primitive into two versions, the approximate version and the
refined version. They integrate their technique into MonetDB [56] and evaluate three TPC-
H queries with upto 6x speedup with out of GPU core data sets.
Sitaridi et al. [57] proposed a method to create optimal query plans for executing selec-
tion that has compound conditions in GPUs and planned to extend it to other primitives in
the future. Karnagel et al. [58] researched the placement of primitives in a heterogeneous
system.
Two teams led by Heimel et al. and Breb et al. have a series of research efforts for
accelerating database operations using GPUs. Together, they investigate the design space
of using GPUs to accelerate database systems [59, 60].
Breb et al. designed a self-tuning query optimizer called HyPE [61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66]
that can assign primitives to run either on the CPU or GPU based on a GPU aware cost
model. They also develop a column-store GPU-accelerated system CoGaDB [67] which is
similar to Yap. CoGaDB uses Hype as its query optimizer. Running with the Star Schema
benchmark, the performance of CoGaDB is on the same order as MonetDB. They also
explore the security issues in using a GPU to process confidential data.
Heimel et al. first proposed to use a GPU to estimate data distribution to accelerate
query optimization [68]. Next, they designed a portable platform called Ocelot [69, 70] as
a module of MonetDB that can evaluate relational queries on different processors, CPU or
GPU using OpenCL. They evaluate Ocelot on a subset of TPC-H queries and get compa-
rable performance against the original MonetDB running on a multi-core CPU. Later, they
use HyPE as query optimizer for Ocelot to further improve the performance [71, 72].
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In summary, Red Fox compared with the earlier work is more complete since it sup-
ports all TPC-H queries. Red Fox is also more flexible because its modularized design
supports both static and dynamic optimizations and can re-target different query languages
or processors. The performance of Red Fox is also outstanding mainly because of its very
efficient primitives. Researches such as GPU aware query optimization and data compres-
sion can also be used to enhance Red Fox. The following kernel fusion optimization and
multiple-predicate join algorithm design focus on aggregating computation to reduce mem-





The ability to use a GPU to accelerate Database applications is impeded in large part by
the semantic gap between programming languages, models, and environments designed
for productivity, and GPU hardware optimized for massive parallelism, speed, and energy
efficiency. Towards this end, Red Fox is a system in which the productivity of declarative
languages are combined with the throughput performance of modern high performance
GPUs to accelerate relational queries. Queries and constraints in the system are expressed
in a high-level logic-programming language called LogiQL . The relational data is stored
as a key-value store to support a range of workloads corresponding to queries over data
sets. The main contribution of this chapter is a solution for effectively mapping full queries
and query plans to GPUs and an implementation, demonstration, and evaluation of the
solution. As a point of comparison, a multicore CPU implementation of LogiQL provided
by LogicBlox Inc. is used as performance baseline. Note that this chapter assumes all data
required by the computation fitting in the GPU global memory because this chapter focuses
on algorithmic aspects not data footprint. Chapter 6 discusses the situation when the data
is larger than the GPU memory size.
3.1 System Overview
The current non-accelerated software system executes on stock cloud platforms comprised
of multicore blades, e.g., Amazon EC2. The current system compiles queries operating
over a data partition (a work unit) and dispatches them for execution on the cores. The
longer term vision is to extend this dispatch capability to use GPU accelerators in addition
to host cores. Red Fox only deals with the GPU compilation of queries in the context of
this execution model while a discussion of the impact of this capability in the larger system
is provided in Chapter 6.
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The results in this chapter are reported for a stand-alone GPU implementation. The
overall organization of Red Fox is illustrated in Figure 2. A LogiQL program is parsed
and analyzed by the language front-end to produce an IR of the query plan that represents a
plan of execution for a set of dependent and interrelated RA and arithmetic operators. The
RA-Harmony compiler instantiates the query plan with executable CUDA implementations
that are stored in the primitive library and converts it to the Harmony IR which is serialized

























Figure 2. Red Fox platform.
The two IRs isolates the major components - the front-end, compiler, and runtime.
This is to support the longer term goal of easier migration to other language front-ends
and GPU backends (e.g., OpenCL). Collectively, these components implement a complete
compilation chain from a LogiQL source file to a GPU binary.
3.1.1 Query Plan
Listing 3.1 is a simple example of a LogiQL program that classifies even and odd numbers.
This example will be used throughout this chapter. A LogiQL file contains a number of
declarations (lines 1, 5, 10, and 14) stating the type of relations and definitions (lines 12
and 15) stating how they are computed. For example, line 1 states that data type of number
is 32-bit integer. Line 12 states that if m is odd and the next number after m is n, then n
is even; similarly, Line 15 expresses that a number next to an even number is itself odd.
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Together, they provide a recursive definition of the two relations. Line 2, 3, 6, 7, 11
explicitly assign initial data to number, next, and even. A LogiQL program starts with the
initial data and iteratively derives facts for the other relations until it cannot derive any new
facts. Note that if there are multiple rules having the same relation in the head, then the
union of the derived data is computed. For example, even will contain 0 (as per Line 11)
and other even numbers as of Line 12.




4//other number facts elided for brevity
5next(n,m) −> int32(n), int32(m).
6next(0, 1).
7next(1, 2).








The LogiQL front-end has two steps. In the first step, it parses a LogiQL source file
into an Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) that stores information about relations and language
clauses that operate on them. Clauses that contain multiple compound operations are bro-
ken down into atomic operations that can be executed individually. A list of all relations
and their associated types is stored in this representation along with a DFG of the opera-
tions. In the second step, the front-end translates the AST into a CFG of RA operators.
It performs a simple mapping from each LogiQL atomic operation to a series of abstract
RA operators. Relations are also translated into equivalent types. All of this information is
stored in a query plan.
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The query plan consists two primary parts. The first part is the declarations of relations
and the second part is a CFG of RA and other (e.g., arithmetic, aggregation, and string)
operators. Figure 3 shows the query plan of the above LogiQL query example. The vari-
ables part lists all the used tuples (not single scalars) and the data types of each associated
attribute. The CFG part is comprised of basic blocks and each basic block has several
commands. Commands include
• RA and aggregation operations;
• data movement commands to make a duplicate of a variable;
• conditional and unconditional jumps to select the next basic block to execute;
• HALT command to terminate the execution.
Most of the work is performed by the relational operations. The MapFilter command is a
combination of SELECT, PROJECT and arithmetic/string functions that is used by LogiQL
. Similarly, the MapJoin command is a combination of JOIN, PROJECTION and arith-
metic/string function. MapFilter and MapJoin will be further decomposed into operators
in a later compilation stage. Moreover, recursive definitions are translated into loops in the
query plan.
3.1.2 Harmony IR
The Harmony IR is adapted from [20] and represents a program as a CFG of side-effect-
free kernels that operate on managed variables. The compiler maps RA operations to ker-
nels and intermediate data structures to kernel variables. A runtime system is responsible
for scheduling kernels on processors subject to control and data dependencies. It is also



















m_1 := MapFilter next 
{x0, x1}->{x1, x0}
j_1 := MapJoin number m_1
{x1,x0}
even := MapJoin j_1 odd {x1}
BB3:






















Figure 3. Example of a Query Plan (union of even and odd is omitted for brevity).
This high level representation lends itself to common program analysis and optimiza-
tions. For example, kernels can be scheduled statically subject to dependencies, and mem-
ory storage can be time multiplexed between variables using liveness information that di-
rectly falls out of the dataflow arcs between producing and consuming kernels.
Kernels can represent arbitrary operations. The compiler specializes skeleton imple-
mentations of RA algorithms first into templated CUDA source code, and then into a PTX
kernel which is finally embedded in the Harmony IR. Kernels are executed on the GPU
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hardware by first using the NVIDIA compiler to lower PTX to the native GPU ISA, and
then by using the NVIDIA driver to launch the kernel.
Figure 4 is an example of translated Harmony IR. Operators in the query plan are broken














































Figure 4. Example of the Harmony IR (union of even and odd is omitted for brevity).
To support devices other than NVIDIA GPUs, the kernels can be implemented in
OpenCL. The back-end runtime can then be modified to launch kernels by calling the




The following sections introduce the three main modules of Red Fox.
3.2.1 LogiQL Front-end
The LogiQL front-end translates a LogiQL query into an GPU-executable query plan.
Figure 5 shows the major functions of the front-end. The first and the second stages are
provided by LogicBlox Inc. and they are described here for completeness. The pass man-





















Figure 5. Compilation Flow of Red Fox Front-end.
In the first stage of the compilation, the front-end parses a LogiQL query consisting
of a set of clauses, declarations, and constraints and builds an AST. In this process, types
are strictly checked after parsing. The strong typing discipline of LogiQL guarantees that
well typed LogiQL queries do not fail at runtime due to type errors. A complete set of
type annotations for all LogiQL predicates and variables appearing in the query is added
to the original query as a part of this process. In the odd-even classification example, any
attempts to derive strings or float data into the integer only predicates (e.g., odd) is statically
rejected, allowing the query evaluator to optimize the storage representation and selection
of primitive operators without the need for the runtime to check at every step that correct
values are used. The type checker also performs sound type inference, minimizing the
amount of type annotations and declarations needed in the source query while preserving
safety.
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After type checking, high-level syntactic features (including disjunctive formulas, re-
cursive definitions, complex expressions, automatic primitive operator overloading and
conversions) are de-sugared into a core logical language. This language consists of an
ordered set of executable logical clauses in dependency/execution order thus specifying
high-level control flow. Within clauses, arithmetic and string operators are checked to
ensure that no iteration over potentially infinite tuple spaces can occur, guaranteeing ter-
mination. Further simplification and optimization steps include common subexpression
elimination, clause and predicate inlining, and generation of alternate indexes. The tempo-
rary result of the first stage is an intermediate AST containing information about the types
and binding sites of variables, and information about control flow and potential parallelism
as illustrated in Listing 3.2.


















There are two clauses in Listing 3.2. The first clause contains data initializations of
number, next, and even. The second clause describes how to compute even and odd. The
first clause can be done in parallel since the initializations are independent of each other.
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The second clause should be computed recursively because odd and even are mutually
dependent. Clause 1 should be computed before Clause 2 because the computation of even
and odd relies on number and next.
The second stage is to
1. map the predicates into tuple formats.
2. translate the clauses into a sequence of RA operations that can run on the GPU.
The ordering of Clause1, Clause2, and the implicit control flow of Clause2 is made
explicit in a static, single assignment style. Figure 3 is an example of a translated query
plan before any optimization. In this example, the data initialization part is omitted in the
Figure. The recursive part is converted into loops over the section and checks for changes
in the output relations after each iteration. Inside each basic block of Figure 3, the operators
are ordered to respect the dependence requirements.
The end of the second stage is a pass manager which controls the transformation and
analysis passes that run over the query plan IR. Currently, supporting passes include com-
mon (sub)expression elimination, several statistical passes and type inference passes which
assign types and properties (e.g., uniqueness) to intermediate results. More relational and
compiler optimizations will be added in the future.
3.2.2 RA-Harmony compiler
The RA-Harmony compiler translates a query plan to an executable GPU implementa-
tion exported in the Harmony IR format. The core part of the compiler is the primitive
library. The job of the rest is to map the variables/operators in the query plan to data
structure/CUDA implementation stored in the library. The primitive library, as shown in
Figure 6 is comprised of three layers
1. The bottom layer deals with relation storage.
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2. The middle corresponds to low level tuple operations that directly operate on tuple
data, and
3. The top layer encompasses operator skeletons.
Operator Skeleton: (RA, SORT, UNIQUE, etc.)
Tuple Operation (Insert, Extract, Combine)
Storage (Key-Value Store )
Figure 6. Three Layer Design of the RA-Kernel Compiler.
Relations are stored as key-value pairs. Both keys and values are represented by densely
packed arrays of tuples. The sorted form allows for efficient array partitioning and tuple
lookup operations. If the PROJECT operators change the key of a relation, the key tuple
array and value tuple array will be reorganized to reflect the change. Figure 7 is an example
of physical tuple data layout in the GPU memory. The padding zeros are used to pack the
tuple data to the nearest 2n byte boundary (n is the smallest integer necessary to store the
tuple) to align the data storage and ease the system design. The tuple size is templated and
the current system supports up to 1024-bit tuples which is very easy to extend if needed.
Strings are stored separately in string tables with several string tables used to store different
length strings. Only the string starting addresses are stored in the tuples. For example, if
attribute 3 of Figure 7 is a string less than 32 characters, all the string contents in attribute 3
are stored in a string table whose entry has 32 bytes. The pointers to each entry are stored
in the tuples rather than the string contents. The entry size of the largest string table is
128 bytes. If the string length is larger than 128 bytes or unknown beforehand, strings are
stored in the 128-byte string table and one string might occupy multiple entries. A helper
















Figure 7. Example of Tuple Storage.
Low level tuple operators are called by the operator skeletons to manipulate tuples.
These low level operations partially isolate the algorithm design and data storage and ease
modification and optimization. Currently, RA operators uses three tuple operations:
1. Insert: insert an attribute into the tuple.
2. Extract: extract an attribute from the tuple.
3. Combine: combine two tuples by concatenating their value attributes which is used
by the JOIN operator.
Finally, as to mapping the operators, a compound operator in a query plan such as Map-
Filter or MapJoin is decomposed into SELECT or JOIN, PROJECT and arithmetic/string
operators. Furthermore, SORT operators are added when some operators need sorted in-
puts. Currently, JOIN, AGGREGATION, and SET family require sorted inputs because of
the chosen algorithm (introduced later in this subsection). Similarly, UNIQUE operators
are added when the output data are required to retain uniqueness.
All operators are implemented using various algorithm skeletons that allow the same
high level algorithm to be readily adapted to operations over complex data types. This
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approach is commonly used in compilers for high level domain specific languages such as
Copperhead [73], Optix [5].
The primitive library is very easy to integrate third party algorithms. Currently, Red
Fox uses the algorithms designed by Diamos et al. [74] for PROJECT, PRODUCT, and
SELECT. JOIN and merge sort algorithms are from ModernGPU library. The JOIN im-
plementation is a variant of sort-merge join optimized for GPUs. They make trade-offs
between computation complexity and memory access efficiency and scale well with high
throughput. Red Fox chooses to use radix sort from Back40Computing library [75] when
the sort key is short because radix sort has better computation complexity for short keys.
Operators such as SET family, UNIQUE, and AGGREGATION (thrust::reduce by key)
use implementations from NVIDIA’s Thrust library. The remaining operators such as arith-
metic (including datetime support), string operations (e.g., string append and substring) are
data parallel operations and are re-implemented. Table 2 summarizes the algorithms stored
in the primitive library and the source of the implementation.
Table 2. Algorithm Sources for Primitives.
Diamos et al. SELECT, PROJECT, PRODUCT
ModernGPU JOIN, merge sORT
Back40Computing radix sort
Thrust SET family, UNIQUE, AGGREGATION
Algorithm skeletons are CUDA implementations of operators that are templated on
the tuple type and possibly the lower level operation type as well (e.g., comparison in
SELECT). Once a operator has been mapped to a skeleton, the skeleton is instantiated
for the data types of the relation, and the low level operations performed in the case of
SELECT and PROJECT. Operators from Diamos et al. and ModernGPU library use the
same three stage design (partition, compute, and gather) in the algorithms. Some operators
such as JOIN involve more than one CUDA kernel. So, each operator may finally map
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to more than one CUDA kernel. The instantiated skeletons are then compiled into PTX
format by NVCC and stored using the Harmony IR format. Similarly, Thrust library calls
are also compiled into binaries by NVCC and stored in the Harmony IR. Similar to the pass
manager in the front-end, different optimizations (e.g., kernel fusion) can be applied over
the Harmony IR.
3.2.3 Harmony Runtime
The runtime is responsible for executing Kernel binaries on a GPU device and performing
data exchange between the CPU and GPU. Since the program is represented abstractly in
terms of kernels and variables, the runtime has a fair degree of freedom in how it schedules
or optimizes kernels and in how it allocates variables. A few potential optimizations are
possible, motivated by the observations described in [76]. The runtime is designed to sup-
port those optimizations while the current implementation is optimized for deterministic
debugging.
Figure 8 shows the structure of the runtime. Operationally, the runtime first loads the
kernel binaries from the Harmony IR and forms them into a CFG of kernels. Kernels in
each basic block in the graph are scheduled using a variant of list scheduling that attempts
to minimize memory footprint by scheduling variable definitions and uses back-to-back.
During scheduling, dataflow analysis is performed on the program to determine variable
live ranges. Since variables represent complex data structures that may change size dy-
namically, explicit allocate and deallocate operations are inserted before definitions and
after final uses respectively. The next step is to interpret the basic blocks in the CFG. When
a basic block is selected for execution the first time, the PTX for the kernel is passed to
the GPU driver for just-in-time (JIT) compilation. The runtime maintains a database of
previously compiled kernels and the driver’s compiler is invoked only when executing a
new kernel. Finally, kernels in the basic block are submitted in-order to the GPU driver for
execution. When the block completes, branching code at the end of the block determines





Runtime CUDA Driver APIs
 ...
Figure 8. Red Fox Runtime.
3.3 TPC-H Performance
The experimental evaluation is conducted by compiling and executing all 22 queries of the
TPC-H industry benchmark. TPC-H is a widely used benchmark for decision support sys-
tems. It is comprised of a set of business-oriented, complex, ad-hoc queries over large data
sets. These queries answer important business questions by analyzing relations between
customers, orders, suppliers and products using complex data types and multiple operators
on large volumes of randomly generated data sets. Each query possesses unique features.
For example, Figure 9(a) shows the generated query plan of Query 1 (Q1). Q1 provides a
summary pricing report for all products shipped before a given date. Its query plan
1. concatenates several variables (e.g., Status and Flag) into a big table.
2. finds products whose ShipDate is before a constant date.
3. groups by Status and Flag and get pricing statistics.
The input data set used by the following experiments are all generated by the standard
TPC-H data generator. The data generator has a parameter, scale factor, to control the input
data set size. A scale factor of 1 is roughly equal to a 1GB database.
Finally, these queries are representative of industrial strength workloads. The com-
plexity of the compiled queries ranges from 13 operators whose implementations include
56 CUDA kernels for query 13, to 150 operators whose implementations comprise 522




















Figure 9. (a) Original Query Plan of Query 1; (b) Optimized Query Plan.
Table 3 provides the definition of the experimental platform. The NVIDIA GeForce
GPU is attached as a device on the host PCIe channel. The overall cost of the system
is about 2, 400 USD (GPU costs about 1, 000 USD). Scale Factor 1 TPC-H queries are
evaluated in this section which fits in GPU memory. The query results are verified against
a CPU implementation. Kernel Weaver is not used in this analysis.
Table 3. Red Fox experimental environment.
CPU Intel i7-4771 GPU GeForce GTX Titan
G++ 4.6.3 NVCC 5.5
OS Ubuntu 12.04 Thrust 1.7
CPU Mem 32GB GPU Mem 6GB (288.4GB/s)
PCIe 3.0 x16
The 22 queries cumulatively take 2.1 seconds including PCIe time with 1.6 seconds
spent in GPU computation. Across the 22 queries, PCIe takes 11.7% of the total execution
time. The PCIe transfers only occur at the beginning and the end of the query computation
to move the input and output data sets between the CPU and the GPU. The allocated host
memory used to buffer the data are pinned memory which can be read/written by GPU at
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higher bandwidth than pageable host memory.
3.3.1 Performance Breakdown
Table 4 summarizes the performance of all 22 TPC-H queries for scale factor 1 (SF 1)
whose data set size fits the GPU memory. The execution time in column 2 includes the PCIe
transfer time and the GPU computation time. Column 3 reports the pure GPU computation
time. The PCIe transfers only occur at the beginning and the end of the query computation
to move the input and output data sets between the CPU and the GPU. The allocated host
memory used to buffer the data are pinned memory which can be read/written by GPU
at higher bandwidth than pageable host memory. The query results are verified against a
CPU implementation. For SF 1, queries take from 0.01 seconds to 0.25 seconds to execute.
Across the 22 queries, PCIe takes 25.0% of the total execution time. Several queries (Q4,
Q7, Q15, Q18, and Q20) spend more than 33% of their time in PCIe transfers - motivating
pipelined execution of PCIe transfers and GPU computation.
The Power metric and Price/Performance metric are two standard reporting conventions
required by the TPC-H organization. The TPC-H power metric 1 (the higher, the better)
measures the raw performance. It reports how many queries the system can execute back
to back in one hour, i.e. the reverse of the query execution time geometric mean. The value
of the power metric for Red Fox is 49,061 QphH@1GB (w/ PCIe), or 67,245 QphH@1GB
(w/o PCIe). The TPC-H Price/Performance metric (the lower, the better) is the unit cost
for performance. For Red Fox, the number is about 0.05 USD/QphH@1GB, (w/ PCIe),
or 0.04 USD/QphH@1GB (w/o PCIe). The last two columns of Table 4 lists the TPC-H
performance of a CPU-based system which will be discussed in Section 3.3.2.
Figure 10 shows the frequency of occurrence of each primitive (top part) and execu-
tion time breakdown (bottom part) across all the queries. The bar “others” includes arith-
metic operations, string operations, etc. SORT is split into two parts: SORT JOIN and






Table 4. TPC-H Performance (SF 1).
Execution Time (seconds)
Query GPU GPU CPU CPU
# (w/ PCIe) (w/o PCIe) Parallel Serial
Q1 0.23 0.18 2.76 18.60
Q2 0.03 0.02 0.41 2.35
Q3 0.10 0.07 2.88 4.74
Q4 0.06 0.04 0.34 2.59
Q5 0.08 0.06 1.19 19.68
Q6 0.11 0.08 0.91 11.50
Q7 0.08 0.05 0.62 4.87
Q8 0.12 0.09 1.17 12.25
Q9 0.15 0.11 2.00 132.7
Q10 0.12 0.10 0.75 9.35
Q11 0.01 0.01 0.27 2.76
Q12 0.25 0.21 1.31 10.54
Q13 0.08 0.06 0.60 2.38
Q14 0.14 0.11 0.82 3.22
Q15 0.07 0.04 0.59 2.11
Q16 0.02 0.01 1.21 4.65
Q17 0.10 0.08 0.19 43.12
Q18 0.03 0.02 0.51 4.86
Q19 0.19 0.14 1.80 40.67
Q20 0.05 0.02 0.27 21.57
Q21 0.09 0.06 2.25 18.32
Q22 0.02 0.02 0.78 2.97
Total 4.49 3.96 23.65 375.89
SORT AGG. The former is the sorting before the JOIN and the latter is the sorting before
AGGREGATION. Overall, the most widely used operator is PROJECT, followed by JOIN.
SORT JOIN is called about half as frequent as JOIN because one or both inputs of the
JOINs are already sorted. This also happens to AGGREGATION and SORT AGG. The
least occurring operators are SET DIFFERENCE and UNIQUE since only a few queries
use them. SET INTERSECTION is never called.
Each bar in the bottom part of Figure 10 represents the percentage of time spent in an
operator across all 22 queries. Overall, most of the execution time is spent in SORT JOIN






























Figure 10. Red Fox operator frequency (a) and performance break down (b) for SF 1.
algorithm optimization on GPUs. Especially for the sort-merge join algorithm used in the
paper, sorting takes much longer than the merging. Furthermore, although PROJECT and
SELECT are used frequently, the percentage of execution time is relatively small. They
are not computationally intensive. Consequently early ordering of SELECT and PROJECT
operators in a query plan can significantly reduce the run time of downstream operators
like JOIN and SORT by pruning data set sizes while also being computationally simple
and embarrassingly parallel (across tuples).
3.3.2 Performance Comparison
The execution performance on GPUs is compared to that of the commercial LogiQL im-
plementation, LogicBlox 4.0, on CPUs. Stock compilation is used without specific opti-
mizations manually or otherwise targeted to TPC-H. All 22 queries are tested in one Ama-
zon EC2 instance cr1.8xlarge (2× Intel Xeon E5-2670, 16 cores in total) with 32 threads
to parallelize the query processing. The overall cost of this instance is about 6,000 USD
excluding the network and software cost, which is 2.5x as expensive as the tested GPU
system. Two Xeon E5-2670 CPUs cost about 3,000 USD which is three times the price of
the GTX Geforce Titan card. The theoretical memory bandwidth of the Xeon CPU is 51.2
GB/s which is about 17% of that of the GPU device used in the evaluation.
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The fourth column of Table 4 lists the absolute execution time of the commercial sys-
tem. Figure 11 shows the relative speedup of individual queries achieved by Red Fox
compared with this system for SF 1 data sets. It should be noted that the baseline commer-
cial system employs novel optimizations that produces very efficient and often optimal or
near optimal query plans for CPUs. The query plans produced for the GPU are not fully
optimized and do not employ such industrial strength query plan optimizations. Thus, the
speedup estimates are conservative. Section 3.3.3 discusses in greater detail aspects of im-











































w/ PCIe w/o PCIe
Figure 11. Comparison between Red Fox and parallel build of LogiQL (SF 1).
In Figure 11, the GPU performs better than the CPU for all queries. Q16 and Q22
have higher speedup in the GPU than the other queries. One common feature of these two
queries that distinguishes them from the rest is that they concentrate on string processing
on a large number of different short strings (less than or equal to 128 bytes). Q16 has
three SELECTs performing regular expression searches (string notlike). Q22 focuses on
substring and string matching. The CPU system utilizes the STL and BOOST library to
perform the string operations. In the GPU, tuples are mapped to threads so that each thread
performs the required string operation on one string. For example, in the case of regular
expression search each thread performs the same search pattern upon its own string. Thus,
the GPU threads may follow different code path depending on the string contents which
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can vary a great deal. Severe branch and memory divergence are expected. The throughput
of normal SELECTs for integer comparison is larger than 100GB/s. However, the through-
puts of three SELECTs of Q16 are much smaller, i.e. 22GB/s, 17GB/s, and 5GB/s (the
difference is caused by search pattern, string length, string content, etc.). Even then, Red
Fox still outperforms the CPU system which is also limited by low branch prediction accu-
racy and CPU cache misses. Q17 has relatively smaller speedup which is less than 2x. The
unoptimized query plan is the main reason. Section 3.3.3 will analyze the impact in more
detail and discuss future improvements.
The last two bars in Figure 11 compare the TPC-H power metric between different exe-
cution configurations. The power metric for the parallel CPU system is 4,380 QphH@1GB.
Red Fox is 11.20x faster if including PCIe time or 15.35x faster if just comparing the pro-
cessor computation time. As to the TPC-H Price/Performance metric, the difference be-
tween the CPU and GPU would be 28.01x or 38.39x including or excluding PCIe. If only
considering the cost of the processors, the GPU is 33.61x or 46.06x more cost efficient.
For completeness, Figure 12 includes the performance comparison between Red Fox
and the sequential build of LogiQL 4.0 which runs one query on a single core of CPU
because often database systems map one query to one thread when concurrently processing
queries, i.e., in throughput optimized CPU designs. The last column of Table 4 is the raw
performance data of the sequential CPU system. The CPU configuration of the sequential
experiment is an Intel i7-920 with 12GB memory. Please note that the CPU is not as
powerful as the server class CPU used in the parallel experiment. Overall on average, Red
Fox is 114.00x faster with PCIe or 156.25x faster without PCIe.
3.3.3 Analysis and Future Improvement
The evaluation with small scale TPC-H queries demonstrates that the GPU is a credible
algorithmic alternative to accelerate database workloads. This capability is the founda-
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Figure 12. Comparison between Red Fox and sequential build of LogiQL (SF 1).
Red Fox currently does not include some standard optimizations utilized in the database
community. Simply reordering the positions of operators in the query plan can significantly
improve the performance. For example consider optimizations manually applied to the
query plan in Figure 9(a) and shown in Figure 9(b). This was performed as follows.
1. move the SELECT operator to the beginning of the query;
2. perform the aggregations as soon as all the data are ready and discard the data imme-
diately after aggregation.
The result is that the memory footprint of Q1 was reduced by half (due to reduction in size
of intermediate data). and the execution time excluding PCIe transfer becomes 1.8X faster
than the original.
Moreover, SORT is the most time consuming operator that needs to be further opti-
mized. To reduce its cost, first grouping the JOIN operations by key attribute can minimize
the number of intervening SORTs required. Second, some primitive implementations do
not require pre-sorting such as the hash join operator. Third, the multi-predicate join al-
gorithm as shown in Chapter 5 no longer needs to sort the data in the middle of the query
execution.
More broadly, several hardware and software issues that are related to performance are
discussed as below.
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GPU DRAM System: RA operators are already memory bound in the GPU so that
increasing the memory bandwidth can directly improve the performance. As to DRAM
latency, it is less important than capacity or bandwidth because the contiguous tuple storage
and the large amount of data make it relatively easy to hide.
SMX Microarchitecture: The instruction mix in database primitives is comprised
mainly of integer and load/store instructions with relatively smaller percentage of floating
point operations. Control and memory divergence occurs when searching or comparing
data but their cost is not as significant as moving data. The goal of increasing the occu-
pancy is to saturate SMX utilization or DRAM bandwidth since the basic strategy of RA
primitive design is to increase core utilization until SMXs are saturated or the operations
are memory bound. Thus, the shared memory and register files should be large enough to
buffer the computation data especially in the cases when intermediate tuple sizes become
large. Consequently, some emphasis on reducing tuple size when feasible is important for
achieving high occupancy for given shared memory and register file sizes.
Data movement: For every query, Red Fox needs to launch many CUDA kernels
and these kernels use global memory to communicate. Thus, there is a great deal of data
movement between kernels. Consider Q1 that reads/writes 20GB from/into GPU memory.
Suppose the memory bandwidth is 200GB/s, transferring these data would take 0.1 seconds
which is about 1/2 of the total GPU computation time. In relational queries, data movement
cost is amplified by the relatively fine grained nature of RA operators. Employing variants
of classical loop fusion optimizations to kernels or using multi-predicate join operations,
can improve performance.
In this accelerator configuration, the GPU performs operations over partitioned data
sets and logically appears as a faster core to the host runtime. However, the runtime must
account for the cost of data transfer. Thus, intelligent workload partitioning schemes (CPU
vs. GPU) will have to make the decisions as to when accelerator usage is productive as a
function of query plan and input data set characteristics. With appropriate changes in cost,
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the model applies to fused parts where the CPU and GPU share the same memory hierarchy
such as in AMD Fusion or Intel’s Haswell. Finally, another approach to addressing the
memory limitation of discrete parts is the use of global virtual memory (e.g., CUDA UVM).
In this case, data movement is not managed by the application programmer, but rather by
the system software/compiler.
3.4 Summary
This chapter presents the design of a GPU compiler/runtime framework for a high level
declarative language commonly used for database and business analytics applications. The
context is that of a cloud system where individual nodes are accelerated with GPUs and
where the runtime system is targeted to multicore execution of queries over partitioned
data sets and uses the GPU logically as a high speed accelerator core. This paper focuses
on the compilation of industrial strength queries represented by the full TPC-H benchmark
onto GPUs. Comparison with multithreaded host implementations demonstrates signifi-
cant computing speedup is feasible for a declarative programming model for database and
business analytics. The language is progressively parsed and lowered through a series of
RA representations that eventually are mapped to PTX kernels embedded in the Harmony
IR that is executed by an implementation of the runtime on a high-end discrete GPUs. The
performance on the full set of TPC-H queries is reported which to the best of my knowl-
edge is the first such implementation for GPUs. Analysis of the performance, the lessons




This chapter introduces how to aggregate the computation from different primitives to-
gether to reduce the costly data movement overhead between them. Chapter 3 introduces
a system that can map the relational computations to GPUs. Its performance relies on the
the individual implementation of the primitives comprising the query. With careful imple-
mentation, these primitives which have low operation density can be pushed to be memory
bound in GPUs if the data is already in the GPU memory or PCIe bound if the data start
from the host memory. This is true even for the most complex primitive, relational join.
However, these primitives from the same query are separated, i.e. each primitive loads the
input from the (device or host) memory in the beginning and stores the result into the mem-
ory. The input data might be generated by the earlier primitive and similarly the result data
might be used by the later primitives. These round trip data movements can be optimized
away if there is a good approach to cache the data closer to the processor than the memory.
As shown in Figure 13, internal to the GPU there exists a memory hierarchy that ex-
tends from GPU core registers, through on-chip shared memory, to off-chip global mem-
ory. However, the amount of memory directly attached to the GPUs (the off-chip global
memory) is limited, forcing transfers from the next level which is the host memory that is
accessed in most systems via PCIe channels. The peak bandwidth across PCIe can be up to
an order of magnitude or more lower than GPU local memory bandwidth. Relational com-
putation applications must stage and move data throughout this hierarchy. Consequently
there is a need for techniques to optimize the implementations of relational applications
considering both the GPU computation capabilities and system memory hierarchy limita-
tions.
This chapter proposes the Kernel Weaver optimization framework and demonstrates the


























Figure 13. Memory hierarchy bottlenecks for GPU accelerators.
such as those found in the TPC-H benchmark suite.
4.1 Benefits
The idea of GPU kernel fusion comes from classic loop fusion optimization. Basically,
kernel fusion reduces data flow between two kernels (via the memory system) having
consumer-producer dependence by merging them into one larger kernel. Therefore, its
benefits goes far beyond reduction in PCIe traffic.
Figure 14 depicts an example of kernel fusion. Figure 14(a) shows two dependent
kernels - one for addition and one for subtraction. After fusion, a single functionally equiv-
alent new kernel (Figure 14(b)) is created. The new kernel directly reads in three inputs
and produces the same result without generating any intermediate data.
Kernel Fusion has six benefits as listed below (Figure 15). The first four stem from
creating a smaller data footprint through fusion since it is unnecessary to store temporary
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Figure 14. Example of kernel fusion.
intermediate data in global memory after each kernel execution, while the other two relate
to increasing the compiler’s optimization scope.
Smaller Data Footprint results in the following benefits:
• Reduction in PCIe Traffic: In the absence of fusion, if the intermediate data is larger
than the relatively small GPU memory, or if its size precludes storing other required
data, the intermediate data will have to be transferred back to the CPU for temporary
storage incurring significant data transfer performance overheads (Figure 15(a)). For
example, if kernels generating A3 in Figure 14(a) need most of the GPU memory,
the result of the addition has to be transferred to the CPU memory, and subsequently
transferred back to the GPU before the subtraction can be executed. Fusion avoids
this extra round trip data movement.
• Larger Input Data: Since kernel fusion reduces intermediate data thereby freeing
GPU memory, larger data sets can be processed on the GPU which can lead to a
smaller number of overall transfers between the GPU and CPU (Figure 15(b)). This
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Figure 15. Benefits of kernel fusion: (a) reduce data transfer; (b) store more input data; (c) less GPU
Memory access; (d) improve temporal locality; (e) eliminate common stages; (f) larger compiler opti-
mization scope
• Temporal Data Locality: As in traditional loop fusion, access to common data struc-
tures across kernels expose and increase temporal data locality. For example, fusion
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can reduce array traversal overhead and improve the cache performance when the
array is accessed in both kernels (Figure 15(c)). Kernels that are not fused may have
to access the GPU memory again if the data revisited across kernels is flushed from
the cache.
• Reduction in Memory Accesses: Fusing data dependent (producer-consumer) kernels
enables storage of intermediate data in registers or GPU shared memory (or cache)
instead of global memory (Figure 15(d)). Moreover, kernels which are not fused have
a larger cache footprint necessitating more off-chip memory access.
Larger Optimization Scope brings two benefits:
• Common Computation Elimination: When two kernels are fused, the common stages
of computations are redundant and can be avoided. For example, the original two
kernels in Figure 15(e) both have stages S1 and S2 which need to be executed only
once after fusion.
• Improved Compiler Optimization Benefits: When two kernels are fused, the textual
scope of many compiler optimizations are increased bringing greater benefits than
when applied to each kernel individually.
Table 5 compares the speedup of using the O3 flag to optimize before and after fusion
for a very simple, illustrative example. Without fusion, the two filter operations are
performed separately in their own kernels (row 1, column 2). After fusion the two
statements occur in the same kernel and are subject to optimization (row 2, column
2). The third and fourth columns show the number of corresponding PTX instructions
produced by the compiler when using different optimization flags. Before optimiza-
tion, the fused kernel has 5 more instructions than without fusion (10 vs. 5). Using
compiler optimizations without fusion can reduce 40% instruction count (from 5 to
3), while optimizing a fused kernel achieves a higher 70% instruction reduction (10
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down to 3). This simple example indicates that significant reduction in instruction
counts are possible when applied to larger code segments.
Table 5. The impact of kernel fusion on compiler optimization
Statement Inst # Inst #
(O0) (O3)
not fused if (d<THRESHOLD1) 5×2 3×2
if (d<THRESHOLD2)
fused if (d<THREASHOLD1 10 3
&& d<THREADSHOLD2)
These benefits are especially useful for relational queries since RA operators are fine
grained and exhibit low operation density (ops per byte transferred from memory). Fusion
naturally improves operator density and hence performance.
Figure 16 is a simple example comparing the GPU computation throughput of back-to-
back SELECTs (its implementation is briefly introduced in Section 4.2) with and without
kernel fusion. Inputs are randomly generated 32-bit integers, the x-axis is the problem size
which fits GPU memory, and kernels were manually fused in this example. On average,
fusing two SELECTs achieves 1.80x larger throughput while fusing three kernels achieves
2.35x. Fusing three SELECTs is better since more redundant data movement is avoided
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Figure 16. Performance Comparison between fused and independent SELECTs.
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Intel had Sandy (and Ivy) Bridge architectures and AMD brought Fusion APUs to the
market. Both designs put the CPU and GPU on the same die and removed the PCIe bus. In
these systems, four out of the six benefits listed above still apply (excluding Reduction in
PCIe Traffic and Larger Input Data). Thus, kernel fusion is still valuable.
While a programmer could perform a fusion transformation manually, database queries
are typically supplied in a high level language like Datalog or SQL, from which lower-level
operations are synthesized using a query planner and compiler. Automating this process
as a compilation transformation is necessary to make GPUs accessible and useful to the
broader community of business analysts and database experts. Moreover, running kernel
fusion dynamically in a JIT creates opportunities to leverage runtime information for more
effective optimizations.
4.2 System Overview
As illustrated in Figure 2, Kernel Weaver is implemented as an optimization module inside
the RA-Harmony compiler of Red Fox which can automatically generate fused Harmony
kernels for the runtime to launch. Note that each RA operator may be implemented as sev-
eral CUDA kernels so that fusing operators requires coordinated fusion of several CUDA
kernels.
Kernel fusion is based on the multi-stage formulation of algorithms for the RA opera-
tors. Multi-stage algorithms are common to sorting [77], pattern matching [78], algebraic
multi-grid solvers [79], or compression [80]. This formulation is popular for GPU algo-
rithms in particular since it enables one to separate the structured components of the algo-
rithm from the irregular or unstructured components. This can lead to good scaling and
performance. Kernel fusion can now be explained as a process of weaving (mixing, fus-
ing, and reorganizing) stages from different operators to generate new optimized operator
implementations.
The high level description of the order and functionality of the stages will be referred
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as an algorithm skeleton. In this chapter the algorithm skeletons are from Diamos et al.
which are also used by Red Fox. These algorithms store relations as a densely packed
array of tuples with strict weak-ordering as shown in Figure 7. All RA operator skeletons
are comprised of three major stages, partition, compute and gather. The following briefly
describes the functionality of each stage using the implementation of a simple operator -
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Figure 17. Example algorithm for SELECT
Partition: The input relations are partitioned into independent sections that are pro-
cessed in parallel by different CTAs. For unary operators such as SELECT in Figure 17
the input relations can be evenly partitioned to balance the workload across CTAs. Binary
operators such as JOIN and SET INTERSECTION are more complex in this stage since
they need to partition both inputs and partitioning is based on a key value consequently
producing unbalanced sizes of inputs to CTAs and resulting in unbalanced compute loads.
Compute: A function for each RA operator is applied to its partition of the inputs to
generate independent results. Different RA operators are specialized to effectively utilize
fine-grained data parallelism and the multi-level memory hierarchy of the GPU to maximize
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performance. For example, the SELECT in Figure 17 first filters every element in parallel
and then leverages the shared memory to compact [81] the filtered result in preparation for
creating a contiguous output.
Gather: The results computed in individual partitions are gathered into a global dense
sorted array of tuples by using a coalesced memory-to-memory copy.
Multi-stage RA operators are implemented as multiple CUDA kernels - typically one
per stage. Kernel weaver fuses operators by interleaving stages and then fusing interleaved
stages (their respective CUDA implementations) to produce a multi-stage implementation
of the fused operator. A variety of alternative implementations can be used for the imple-
mentation of each stage and can be accommodated by the operator fusion process.
4.3 Automating Fusion
This section introduces the process of kernel fusion employed in Kernel Weaver. For sim-
plicity, the initial description is based on each operator being implemented as a single data
parallel kernel. Subsequently, higher performance multi-stage implementations of the RA
operators will be described.
Three main steps to fuse operators are:
1. Using compiler analysis to find all groups of operators that can be fused.
2. Selecting candidates to fuse
3. Performing fusion and generating code for the fused operators.
4.3.1 Criteria for Kernel Fusion
The simple idea is to take two kernels say with 4096 threads each, and produce a single ker-
nel with 4096 threads, where each thread is the result of fusing two corresponding threads
in the individual kernels. Clearly, the data flow between the two fused threads must be
correctly preserved. The classification below can be understood from the perspective of
preserving this simple model of kernel fusion. The first consideration is finding feasible
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combinations of data parallel kernels to fuse via compiler analysis, followed by the selec-
tion of the best options. To reduce the data movement overhead between kernels, two types
of criteria for fusion of candidate kernels are that they possess
1. Same kernel configuration (CTA dimensions and thread dimensions).
2. Producer-consumer dependence.
The first criteria is similar to loop fusion that requires compatible loop headers (same
iteration number, may need loop peeling to pre-transform the loop, etc.). Kernel fusion also
requires compatibility between kernel parameters. The fused kernel will have the same
kernel configuration as the candidates. The data parallel nature of RA operators make
their implementation independent (with respect to correctness) of the kernel configuration.
Thus, while too many or too few CTAs or threads may lead to inefficient use of resources,
fusion can be performed correctly if the kernel configurations are the same. This work tests
a set of micro-benchmarks (see Section 4.4) with a wide range of combinations of CTA
dimensions and thread dimensions and picks one pair that works best in most cases.
The second criteria is due to the fact that the benefits listed in Section 4.1 are derived
primarily from exploiting producer-consumer dependencies. Data dependence analysis is
necessary to find candidate kernels. Producer-consumer dependence between two data
parallel kernels can be classified into three categories as shown in Figure 18: thread, CTA
and kernel dependence.
In the first category of thread dependence, each thread of the consumer kernel only con-
sumes data generated by a single thread from the producer kernel. Figure 18(a) illustrates
such an example with tuples containing two attributes, e.g., (1,T). Dependencies between
producer and consumer kernels corresponding to unary RA operators such as SELECT and
PROJECT, belong to this category because the operation on one input tuple is independent

























































































































































Figure 18. Example of three kinds of dependence: (a) thread dependence; (b) CTA dependence; (c)
kernel dependence.
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and consumer threads from each kernel can be fused without having to insert synchroniza-
tion operations. This type of producer-consumer dependence between kernels is referred
to as thread dependence.
The second category is wherein every CTA of the consumer kernel depends on the
completion of a CTA of the producer kernel. Such dependencies are referred to as CTA
dependencies. For example, this occurs between binary RA operators such as JOIN and
SET INTERSECT that have a producer-consumer dependence. Consider, Figure 18(b)
that illustrates a producer-consumer dependence between two JOIN operators. The first
operator performs a JOIN operation across tuples from two input data sets, data0, and
data1. Each CTA is provided a partition of input tuples, corresponding to some range of the
key value used in the JOIN (in this example each tuple has a unique key value which is an
integer). Thus, a thread in a CTA must compare the key values of tuples it is processing with
the key values of tuples being processed by every other thread in the CTA, and only within
the CTA. While such a partitioning of input tuples across CTAs produces unbalanced loads
between CTAs, data dependencies between threads are confined to remain within a CTA.
The producer CTA writes its tuples to shared memory where a CTA from the consumer
kernel can now pick it up. A barrier synchronization is necessary after the producer operator
before the consumer operator can start and corresponding threads from producer-consumer
CTAs can be fused with appropriately placed barriers.
The third category is wherein the consumer kernel has to wait for the completion of
all threads in the producer kernel, i.e., kernel fusion is not feasible. A typical example is
where the producer kernel is a SORT operator (Figure 18(c)). The reasons are
1. It cannot be launched until all inputs arrive.
2. SORT shuffles all data and the following consumer operators need to wait for its
completion before being able to start streaming data.
Such dependence is referred to as kernel dependence.
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Note the three categories of dependencies are from the perspective of being able to fuse
kernels by fusing corresponding threads within producer-consumer kernels. Accordingly,
the dependencies are implicitly associated with the level of the memory hierarchy used
to pass data. Fused threads across thread dependent kernels use the register file which is
allocated by the thread. Fused threads across CTA dependent kernels use shared memory
which is allocated by the CTA. Finally, according to the above classification, the kernels
in a dependence graph that are candidates for kernel fusion only exhibit thread or CTA
dependencies with other kernels, and are bounded by operators with kernel dependencies.
Algorithm 1 formalizes the steps to find kernel fusion candidates. Its main idea is first
removing operators causing kernel dependence from the graph and then finding the rest
connected operators.
Input: a list of operators op
Output: a list of fusion candidate groups c
i = 0;
length = size of list op;
Topologically sort op;
while i , length do
class = classify dependence between op[i] and
its predecessors and successors;
if class == Kernel Dependence then
delete op[i];
end
i = i + 1;
end
c = all connected subgraphs of op;
Algorithm 1: Searching for fusion candidates.
In Red Fox, the query plan generated by the language front-end consists of RA oper-
ators and their associated variables. This information is used to construct an RA depen-
dence graph like the one shown in Figure 19(b). The nodes in the graph represent RA
operators and the directional edges identify nodes with the producer-consumer dependen-
cies. Candidate kernels meeting the above two criteria will be marked for the next process.
The large circle bounded by SORT operators contains operators satisfying the dependence
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requirement and are candidates for fusion. Instances supporting recursive queries (e.g.
ancestor(a,c)←parent(a,b),ancestor(b,c)) may generate a dependence graph with enclosed
loops. This work only considers acyclic graphs although often loop unrolling and related






















Figure 19. Example of constructing a dependence graph: (a) database program; (b) dependence graph.
4.3.2 Choosing Operators to Fuse
Fusing all the kernels meeting the criteria may not be practical. The main constraint on
fusion is resource constraints - pressure on limited registers and limited amount of shared
memory available within each stream multiprocessor. Fusion choices must also be ordered
based on dependencies and performance impact. Accordingly candidate kernels are topo-
logically sorted to honor the dependence requirement and a greedy heuristic is used to pick
up kernels satisfying constraints. Algorithm 2 is the heuristic algorithm.
The heuristic algorithm searches for the longest contiguous sequence of operators that
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Input: a list of candidate operators op
Input: resource budget b
Output: a list of fusion groups f
i = 0;
j = 0;
length = size of list op;
Topologically sort op;
while i , length do
add op[i] to f [ j];
cost = resource usage estimation of f [ j];
if cost > b then
delete op[i] from f [ j];
j = j+1;
else
i = i + 1;
end
end
Algorithm 2: Choosing operators to fuse.
can be fused, within resource constraints, i.e., fits within the shared memory and regis-
ters budgeted for each CTA. The intuition underlying the above method is that it is more
important to fuse operators executed earlier than those executed later. The reason is that
relational queries normally process large amounts of data. After several filtering and re-
duction operators, the data set is reduced significantly. Resource permitting, fusing the first
few operators in the dependency graph provides the most benefit.
Figure 20 is an example that shows how the greedy heuristic of Algorithm 2 works. It
starts from the candidates circled in Figure 19(b). Figure 20(a) first performs a topological
sort on the dependence graph to produce a list of operators. If operators execute in this
order, all dependencies will be honored. Starting from the top of the list, Figure 20(b)
searches for the longest contiguous sequence of operators that can be fused, within resource
constraints, i.e., fits within the shared memory and registers budgeted for each CTA (data3
and data4 become internal to the fused operator). In the example in Figure 20(c) the second
JOIN cannot be added since the estimated shared memory resource usage is larger than
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Figure 20. Example of choosing operators to fuse: (a) topologically sorted operators; (b) choose the
first three operators to fuse; (c) refuse to fuse the fourth operator.
JOIN, until no more operators can be fused. Resource usage estimation is discussed in
Section 4.3.3.3 after introducing code generation.
4.3.3 Kernel Weaving and Fusion
Given the dependence graph and candidate operators to fuse, the final step is performing
the fusion. Recall that each operator is implemented as a multi-stage algorithm with three
stages - partition, computation, and gathering - each of which is implemented as a CUDA
data parallel kernel. The fused operator still has these three stages.
At a high level, fusion is achieved by two main steps:
1. Grouping the partition, computation, and gathering stages of the operators together
(which is also referred to as interleaving).
2. Fusing the individual stages.
In other words, the partition stages of the candidate operators are fused together into
a single data parallel kernel, which could be viewed as the partition stage for the newly
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fused operator. Similarly, the computation and gathering stages are fused into a single
fused computation and gathering stage respectively. For example, when two operators are
fused, the fused operator will have the multi-stage structure shown in Figure 21 where the
two compute stages are fused into one data parallel kernel (the fused partition and fused
gather stages similarly represent fusion of individual partition and gather stages). The fused
computation stage performs the computation stage of the original operators in the order of
their dependencies. All intermediate data and data sizes are stored in the shared memory












































Figure 21. The structure of generated code (fusing two operators).
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The above fusion process includes code generation for the fused operators. Code gen-
eration takes as input a description of a topologically sorted set of operators to be fused and
their associated variables, and produces CUDA code for the data parallel kernels that im-
plement the fused operator. The CUDA code is generated by concatenating the instantiated
algorithm skeleton code of each stage, and connecting the outputs of one stage to the inputs
of the next stage. A variable table, which records and tracks the use of variables between
stages, is needed to instantiate the skeleton. Figure 21 shows how the variable table tracks
the variables that hold result data and result size of each computation stage.
Fusing operators depends on whether thread dependence or CTA dependence exists
between operators. We now describe in more detail how to fuse operators with thread and
CTA dependencies.
4.3.3.1 Fusing Thread Dependent Only Operators
Unary operators SELECT and PROJECT exhibit thread dependence. The kernel configu-
ration (CTA and grid dimensions) of both operators are equal. Therefore each thread in the
producer operator is fused with a corresponding thread in the consumer operator.
The partition stage of the fused operator remains the same as that of the producer oper-
ator. The compute stage of the fused operator is a data parallel kernel with the same kernel
configuration, where each thread is created as follows. Every thread first loads a tuple from
its input partition into registers. The computation of corresponding producer and consumer
threads are performed using these registers, i.e., SELECT or PROJECT in the correct order.
These operators either discard data (SELECT) or discard attributes (PROJECT). The output
of this sequence of operations is compacted into an output array. The gather stage accu-
mulates all of the data from different threads in the fused compute stage into contiguous
memory.
As shown in Figure 17, the computation stage of SELECT has two parts, filter and
stream compaction. After kernel fusion, stream compaction is needed only when the SE-
LECT result should be copied to GPU memory. Figure 22 is an example of fusing two
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back-to-back SELECTs. Compared with Figure 17, only one filter operation is added.
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Figure 22. Example of fusing two SELECTs.
For PROJECT, its result tuple should be stored into a new register with a different data
type since it contains less attributes. Thus, the operations after PROJECT have to use this
new register instead.
4.3.3.2 Fusing CTA and Thread Dependent Operators
Binary relational operators are CTA dependent. This change increases the number of inputs
of the fused operators and necessitates the following main distinctions in code generation:
1. Use binary search to partition inputs;
2. Use shared memory to support CTA dependence;
3. Synchronize two operators having CTA dependence.
Thus, code generation has to be extended to support the three differences. Figure 23
shows the generated code for the operators in Figure 19(b) and is used as example to explain
the extensions.
The adapted approach is to maintain the independent operation of each CTA to be able

























































































































Figure 23. Example of Generated Code of Figure 20(b): (a) Partition two inputs; (b) Computation of
one CTA; (c) Gather one output.
in the partition stage by partitioning the input set by key values. Each CTA then receives
a set of tuples corresponding to a specific range of key value pairs. This is achieved using
binary search [82] and both inputs of each binary operator are partitioned across CTAs. For
example, in Figure 23(a), data0 is first evenly partitioned into two parts bounded by pivot
tuples. Then, a binary search is used to lookup the tuples in data1 corresponding to the
key attributes of data0 pivot tuples. The partitioned data sizes of the two inputs provided
to each CTA thus may differ (e.g. data1). However, when fusing two binary operators
(e.g., two JOIN operators), three inputs need to be partitioned and each operator may use
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different keys. For instance, one JOIN may use the first 2 attributes as a key and the other
JOIN may only use the first attribute as key. In this case, the fused input stage will only use
the first attribute as key. This preserves the independence of operation across CTAs.
Figure 23(b) is an example of the computation stage of one CTA. The other CTA works
in exactly the same way but upon different data. In the beginning, each CTA first allocates
a software controlled cache in shared memory for each input and then loads data into the
cache (e.g. CTA0 loads in a portion of corresponding data0 and data1 divided as in Fig-
ure 23(a)). Afterwards, a CTA-wise fused computation performs fused operations upon
cached data. Within a CTA, the generated code can perform all supported operations such
as SELECT and JOIN. If two connected operators have CTA dependence (e.g. between
SELECT and JOIN), the result data of the producer operator should be stored in a cache
allocated in the shared memory, and the result size is stored in a register. To guarantee all
threads within a CTA finish updating the cache, a CTA barrier synchronization is needed
after the producer operation. If two dependent operators only exhibit thread dependence,
they only need to use register(s) to pass value(s) and no synchronization is necessary. For
example, the first operator in Figure 23 to execute is SELECT and it has CTA dependence
relationship with its consumer JOIN. Thus, SELECT has to store its result in shared mem-
ory rather than the register. The second SELECT is handled in the same way. Thus, the
inputs of JOIN all reside in the shared memory before its execution. After JOIN, the result
is moved to GPU global memory.
The gather stage (Figure 23(c)) is the same as in the thread dependent only cases which
packs the useful results generated by two CTAs into an output array.
4.3.3.3 Resource Usage
Code generation determines resource occupancy. As shown in Figure 20(c), some resources
are used to store input, output, and intermediate temporary data. Others are used inside the
computation.
Fusing thread dependent operators stores intermediate data in the registers. The number
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of needed registers depends on the data type of the tuple which is provided by the database
front-end. Fusing CTA dependent operators stores temporary data in the shared memory
and temporary data size value in one register. Allocated shared memory size is a function
of data type, input data size and operator type. For example, SET INTERSECT needs to
allocate min(input1, input2) tuples for its output. The data variable and data size variable
stored in registers are live until they are no longer needed.
Registers are also needed to perform partition, computation, and gather. The parti-
tion result, the beginning and the end position of all inputs, uses variables to pass to the
computation stage. The liveness of the variables used inside each stage is the same as the
scope of the stage. Thus, different variables of different stages can reuse the same registers.
Therefore, the register usage of a fused operator is less than or equal to the maximum of
the register usage in each stage plus the registers used to pass values between stages. The
registers used by each stage can be determined as long as the data types of all tuples are
known.
4.3.4 Extensions
The preceding three sections discussed how code is generated for RA operators having
producer-consumer dependence. This method can be extended to support other dependence
types or other operators.
The first extension is to support input dependence, i.e. operators shares the same inputs.
The benefits of fusing these operators is that the input data shared by different operators
only need to be loaded once, which is not as important as the case of producer-consumer de-
pendence. Fusing operators having input dependence also increases the resource pressure.
The modification to the above process is to detect input dependence when constructing the
dependence graph. The code generation part can remain the same.
The second extension is to support simple arithmetic operations such as addition, sub-
traction, multiplication and division. These arithmetic operators are much simpler than
RA operators. They have two inputs, but use even partitions to divide both inputs. The
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dependence between them belongs to thread dependence and can use registers to store
computation results.
4.4 Experimental Evaluation
Table 6 shows the experimental infrastructure. This section uses the old version of Red Fox
to generate GPU binaries. All primitive algorithms used here were designed by Diamos et
al.
Table 6. Kernel Weaver experimental environment.
CPU 2 quad-core Xeon E5520 @ 2.27GHz
Memory 48 GB
GPU 1 Tesla C2070 (6GB GDDR5 memory)




TPC-H queries are analyzed and some commonly occurring combinations of operators are
identified that are potential candidates for fusion. From the 22 queries in TPC-H, Figure 24
illustrates some frequently occurring patterns of operators corresponding to different cases
discussed in Section 4.3. In the figure, (a) is a sequence of back-to-back SELECT oper-
ators that perform filtering, for instance, of a date range. It only has thread dependence.
(b) is a sequence of JOIN operations that creates a large table with multiple attributes, and
exhibits CTA dependence. (c) corresponds to the JOIN of three small selected tables and
has both thread and CTA dependence. (d) represents the case when different SELECT op-
erators need to filter the same input data and has input dependence. (e) performs arithmetic
computations such as price × (1 − discount) × (1 + tax) which appears in several TPC-H
queries. The PROJECTs in the figure discard their sources and only retain part of the result.
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The above patterns can be further combined to form larger patterns that can be fused. For
example, (a) and (b) can be combined to form (c).
In the following experiments, the tuple used in patterns (a)–(d) are 16 bytes. (e) uses


































Figure 24. Common operator combinations from TPC-H.
4.4.2 Examples of Generated Code
Figure 25 shows the generated fused computation stage code of Figure 24(a) (only two
SELECTs shown for brevity). It performs two SELECTs and a PROJECT. The first two
filters operate on the value in data reg, and store the filter result in match, which is later
used to determine if follow-up operations are needed. The result of PROJECT is written to
a new register project reg since its data type is smaller than data reg. The last step, stream
compaction, dumps the value stored in this new register to the GPU’s global memory. The
generated code may be less compact than manually written code, but compilers such as
nvcc can optimize it to produce high quality binary code.
4.4.3 Performance Analysis
The micro-benchmarks listed in Figure 24 are tested with inputs that fit in GPU mem-
ory. Figure 26 shows the speedup for GPU-only execution time (no PCIe transfer) with
kernel fusion. The input data are randomly generated and then fed into the automatically
generated fused code using the Red Fox compilation flow. The baseline implementation
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    if(begin_input + id < end_input)
    {
      data_reg = begin_input[id];
      {
        unsigned char key = extract(data_reg);
        if(comp(key, 64))
        match = true;
      }
      {
        if(match)
        {
          unsigned char key =extract(data_reg);
          if(comp(key, 64))
          match = true;
        }
      }
      {
        if(match)
        {
          project_reg = project(data_reg, 0);
        }
      }
    }
    {
      unsigned int max = 0;
      unsigned int output_id = exclusiveScan(match, max, 0);
      if(match)
        buffer0[output_id] = project_reg;
      __syncthreads();
      if(threadIdx.x < max)
        begin_output0[outputIndex0 + threadIdx.x] = buffer0[threadIdx.x];
      outputIndex0 += max;
    }






Figure 25. Example of generated computation stage source code of Figure 24(a).
for comparison directly uses the implementation from the primitive library without fusion.
Similar to Figure 16, the performance data are averaged over a wide set of problem sizes
(from 64 MB to 1 GB). On average, kernel fusion achieves a 2.89x speedup. Cases (a) and
(e) containing only thread dependence show the largest speedup, because they do not in-
sert new synchronizations, and threads execute independently. Furthermore, (a) eliminates
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three stream compaction stages and three gather stages after fusion. The speedup of case
(d) is less than the rest because it has input dependencies and can only benefit from loading
fewer inputs. (b) and (c) have CTA dependencies and need extra synchronizations which
makes kernel fusion less beneficial than the thread dependence only cases. The speedup in
























Figure 26. Speedup in execution time.
The next set of experiments examine the benefits claimed in Section 4.1, specifically
the improvement in GPU global memory usage, total memory access cycles and compiler
efficacy. Figure 27 shows the GPU global memory allocated and used with and without
kernel fusion. The additional memory without fusion is attributed to large intermediate
results. In pattern (d) however, the fused operator uses a little more memory because the
fused compute stage has to store two outputs in memory for the future gather stage rather
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than one. Similarly, Figure 28 shows the data for GPU memory access cycles (collected
using the clock() intrinsic). On average, fusion reduces the GPU global memory access time
by 59%. Finally, Figure 29 quantifies the impact of the compiler. All micro-benchmarks
are compiled with -O3 and -O0 flags, both with and without kernel fusion. The figure
shows the speedups achieved by -O3 compared to -O0. Clearly, kernel fusion enables the



























Figure 27. GPU global memory-allocation reduction.
When fusing two or three SELECTs (e.g., pattern (a)), the second or third SELECT
might have some idle threads because some data are not matched in the earlier SELECT.
This might impact the overall performance. Figure 30 examines the performance sensitivity
of kernel fusion to the selection ratio (percentage of data matching selection condition)
with randomly generated 32-bit integers. The results shows fusing two 10% SELECTs


































Figure 28. Reduced memory cycles with kernel fusion.
threads) produces 2.01x speedup. Thus, it is fair to say that idle threads may impact the
performance but do not negate the benefits of fusion.
4.4.4 Resource Usage
Table 7 lists the GPU resource usage and occupancy (active warps / maximum active warps)
of the individual operators and the fused patterns. Since resources are finite, utilizing too
many resources per thread may decrease the occupancy. The resource information was col-
lected from ptxas and occupancy is from CUDA Occupancy calculator. The top five rows
list the resources used by individual operators (e.g. 1 PROJECT needs 11 PTX registers
and 0 byte shared memory), and the bottom five columns show the usage of each pattern






























Figure 29. Comparison of compiler optimization impact.
memory). The statistics indicate that kernel fusion in most cases increases the resource us-
age which is the same as the impact of loop fusion, and consequently may lower occupancy
(pattern (b) – pattern(e)). Taking pattern (b) as an example, it requires 55 PTX registers
and about 23K shared memory with fusion. However, if running two JOINs back-to-back
sequentially, each JOIN only needs 47 PTX registers and 13K shared memory. Pattern (a)
will use less shared memory after kernel fusion than a single SELECT because
1. Thread dependence does not use shared memory to store temporary results.
2. The data type of fused results array buffered in shared memory uses smaller data type





















Number of Elements (million)
fusion (10%) no fusion (10%)
fusion (90%) no fusion (90%)
Figure 30. Sensitivity to selection ratio.
Table 7. Resource usage and occupancy of individual (top) and fused (bottom) operators.
PTX Reg # Shared Mem (Byte) Occupancy (%)
PROJECT 11 0 100
SELECT 22 3848 88
JOIN 47 13580 38
+/- 10 0 100
Multiply 13 0 100
(a) 22 2308 88
(b) 55 23560 33
(c) 62 23048 17
(d) 30 4612 67
(e) 27 0 75
4.5 Summary
This chapter introduces a cross-kernel optimization framework, Kernel Weaver, that can
apply kernel fusion optimization to improve the performance of RA primitives used in
relational computations on GPUs. Kernel fusion aggregates larger body of code that can
reuse as much data as possible. It can reduce the data traffic through the memory hierarchy
caused by the I/O bound nature of database applications, and also enlarge the optimization
scope.
To automate the process of kernel fusion, this chapter first classifies the producer-
consumer dependence between RA operators into three categories: thread, CTA and kernel
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dependence. Then, Kernel Weaver leverages the multi-stage algorithm design to weave
stages from operators having thread and CTA dependence. The experiments shows that
kernel fusion optimization brings 2.89x speedup in GPU computation on average across
the micro-benchmarks tested. The same technique can be applied to different domain, dif-
ferent representation format and different devices.
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CHAPTER 5
GPU OPTIMIZED MULTIPLE-PREDICATE JOIN
This chapter introduces an alternative method that can aggregate the computation from
different join primitives to increase the efficiency for GPUs to evaluate relational queries.
The proposed method is an multi-predicate join algorithm which can execute relational join
over multiple input relations by just one primitive.
In Chapter 3, the TPC-H results produced by Red Fox shows that
1. JOIN dominates the overall performance. If the GPU can efficiently execute JOIN,
then most likely it can efficiently execute the whole relational query.
2. About half of the JOINs require the data to be sorted. Since SORT is much heavier
than the merge phase of the sort-merge join, the overall time spent in sorting is close
to the time spent in the merge part.
The Kernel Weaver optimization introduced in Chapter 4 can improve the performance
across primitives including JOINs, but it still has following issues
1. Fusion cannot take place across the boundary with SORT operators which appear
frequently in TPC-H queries.
2. Even fusing JOIN operators which execute on data sharing the same keys, the per-
formance gain is limited which is much smaller than fusing operators having thread
dependency.
3. The quality of automatically generated code although better, still leave room for op-
timization. Manually designed and carefully tuned code should do much better.
Thus, because of the importance of the JOIN and these limitations of Kernel Weaver,
this chapter explores the opportunity of designing a multi-predicate join algorithm which
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is not bounded by sort and has much better performance than binary joins. Specifically,
this chapter adapted a worst-case optimal sequential CPU multi-predicate join algorithm to
the GPU. Such multi-predicate join operators are quite powerful in that they can be used
to implement most of the RA operators. To demonstrate the opportunities afforded by the
multi-predicate join, graph workloads are analyzed in this chapter and the next. Specifically
the fact that the explosive growth of graph sizes towards billions of nodes has pushed graph
analysis to the forefront of numerous data intensive applications is exploited and is the
focus of this chapter and the next.
In the rest of this chapter, Section 5.1 first introduces the clique problem and its rela-
tional solution. Section 5.2 reviews the original multi-predicate sequential join algorithm.
Section 5.3 explains how to fundamentally transform the original algorithm to efficiently
adapt it to the GPU. Finally, Section 5.4 evaluates the ported algorithm with some synthe-
sized benchmarks.
5.1 Clique Problems
Clique listing such as finding triangles is an important operation for graphs; it is used as
input for various graph properties and metrics such as the graph’s clustering coefficient,
triangular connectivity and others [83, 84]. Formally, given a graph G = (V, E) its triangles
are all sets {x1, x2, x3} such that (xi, x j) ∈ E. As is convention, each {a, b} edge is as two
directed edges (a, b) and (b, a) in a binary relation E(x,y). The unique triangles are then
computed via the following relational query expressed as a Datalog rule:
1tr(x,y,z) ← E(x,y),E(y,z),E(x,z),x<y<z.
Here, the first join E(x,y),E(y,z) “computes” all paths of length 2; these are then com-
plemented by the third edge E(x,z) to form a triangle. The condition x<y<z is necessary
since otherwise each triangle would occur 6 times. Similarly, 4-cliques are sets of four






LFTJ [1] is a worst-case optimal multi-predicate join algorithm for CPUs. Its basic building
block is leapfrog join, which computes joins between unary relations. These are essentially
multi-way-intersections. Then leapfrog join is generalized to multi-way-joins over general
predicates to yield LFTJ.
A unary input relations R is accessed via a linear iterator interface that presents the
data in sorted order. It is convenient to imagine the data to be stored in a sorted array of
size |R| + 1 where the last cell is left empty. A linear iterator behaves much like a pointer
into this array. It is initialized at the first element and provides methods for data access and
iterator movement:
• bool atEnd() returns true if the iterator is positioned at the last array element (which
does not correspond to a data value in R). Note that for an empty relation atEnd()
will return true immediately after initialization.
• T value() returns the data value the iterator is positioned at. It must not be called if
the iterator is atEnd().
• void next() moves the iterator to the next array cell. Like value(), this method must
not be called if atEnd() is true.
• void seek(x) moves the iterator to the data value x. If x is not in R then the iterator
is moved to the smallest element y that is larger than x; or to the last empty cell if
such a y does not exist. Must only be called when the iterator is not atEnd() and the
current value() is smaller than x.
The leapfrog join between a series of unary relations (e.g., R, S , and T ) behaves some-
what similar to the merge-phase of merge-sort. The crucial difference is that leapfrog join
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only searches for values that occur in all input relations. Thus, if one relation has a large
value x, the algorithm can skip forward in the other relations to the value x. Skipping for-
ward is done via the seek(.) operator. This leap-frogging motivates the name of the method.
The implementation of the leapfrog join is given in Figure 31. After leapfrog init, the
algorithm maintains the invariant that Iter[p] is the iterator with the smallest value while
Iter[p−1 mod k] has the largest value; and the iterators in between are in ascending order.
The core method is leapfrog search where the algorithm repeatedly seeks the iterator with
the smallest value to the iterator with the largest value until all iterators have the same value
–a join result is found– or any of the iterators is atEnd() indicating that no result will be
found.
For a fixed query, leapfrog join’s runtime complexity is O(Nmin log(Nmax/Nmin)) where
Nmin and Nmax are the cardinality of the smallest and largest relation, respectively [1]. This
complexity bound holds if the following complexity bounds are satisfied for the linear
iterator operations: key() and atEnd() need to be in O(1); next() and seek(.) are required
to be in O(log N) where N is the size of the relation. Furthermore, if m values are visited
in ascending order, then amortized complexity of seek() and next() must not exceed O(1 +
log(N/m)). With an array representation, these bounds can easily be obtained. The bounds
can also easily be obtained when data is stored in more standard paged data structures such
as B-Trees.
To extend the linear iterators to allow iteration over arbitrary relations, the data of a
relation R is organized as a Trie. The graph in Figure 32(a) is used throughout this chapter.
This graph can be represented by a binary relation shown in Figure 32(b) in which each
tuple has two numbers denoting the source and target nodes of the graph. When the relation
is turned into a Trie as in Figure 32(c), every tuple in the relation is represented as a path
from the root to a leaf node. Note that in the Trie,
1. All children of a node are sorted and unique,
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Leapfrog join Algorithm as Linear Iterator
1globals: Array Iter, integer p, bool atEnd
2
3leapfrog init():
4if any iterator is atEnd():
5atEnd := true
6else:
7sort Iter[0..k−1] by value() of each iterator




12max value := Iter[(p−1) mod k].value()
13while true:
14min value := Iter[p].key()
























39p := p + 1 mod k
40leapfrog search()
41
42leapfrog atEnd(): return atEnd leapfrog value(): return Iter[0].value()
Figure 31. Leapfrog-Join algorithm computing the intersection of k unary predicates given as an array
Iters[0..k − 1] of linear iterators [1].
0 1 2 3
1 2 3 3 4 5
Root
1 2 3 3 4 5val
4 5 7 9 10ptr
0 1 2 3
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Figure 32. Sample graph (a), as binary relation (b), as Trie (c), and as TrieArray(d)
2. Children in the same level but belonging to different parent node may not be sorted
and unique.
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3. Only the children of a node are represented via a linear iterator and not necessarily
all elements of a certain level; for example, if the iterator is positioned at the first 3
from left in the lowest level, and next() is called, atEnd() is true. To move to the
neighboring 3, one needs to call up(), next(), and open() as explained below.
Besides the linear iterator operations, two more methods that allow moving up and
down in the tree are needed to support the trie traversal:
• open() positions the iterator at the first children of the current node. This method
may only be called if the iterator is not atEnd(); and
• up() moves the iterator back to the parent node.
LFTJ is a multi-predicate-join algorithm; that is it computes the result of Select-Project-
Join queries directly without employing pair-wise joins. LFTJ can be explained by the
example of
1T(x,y) ← R(x,y),S(x),T(y)
LFTJ is configured by an order of the variables occurring in the body of the defining rule.
Furthermore, the sequence of variables in each atom must be a subsequence of the chosen
variable ordering. The example above chooses x, y, z because x, y in the first atom, x in the
second atom, and y in the third atom are all subsequences of x, y, z.
The order of variables in join atoms can be permuted by deploying alternative indexes:
S (x, y) can be presented as S ′(y, x) with S ′(y, x) ← S (x, y). The chosen variable ordering,
in general, influences the performance of the join evaluation. Finding a good ordering is
usually deferred to a query optimizer.
LFTJ finds result tuples by using leapfrog joins to find assignments to the variables;
one leapfrog join is used for each variable. Consider the example from above: first LFTJ
performs a leapfrog join between R(x, ) and S (x); this is done by opening the TrieIterators
for R and S and using leapfrog join at the first level of the two Tries. However, whenever
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a result c for x is found, the Trie-iterators for R and T are opened since these have the
variable y. Then, a leapfrog join for y is performed. Once this is finished, the algorithm
back-tracks to the join at level x, searches for the next match at level x and then descends
again to level y once a match has been found.
For each atom in the rule body (e.g., R, S , and T ) a TrieIterator is instantiated. Fur-
thermore, an array of leapfrog joins is maintained, one join for each variable according to
the variable order. The leapfrog join for a variable X has a pointer to the TrieIterators of
those atoms in which X appears. In the above example, the leapfrog join for x points to
the TrieIterators for R and S , while the leapfrog join for y points to the TrieIterators for R
and T . LFTJ itself is implemented as a TrieIterator that presents the join result; so only
the implementations for the TrieIterator interface need to be designed. A variable depth is
used to keep track at which variable is currently operate (corresponding to the depth of the
LFTJ-Trie). The methods next(), seek(), atEnd(), and value() are delegated to the leapfrog
join for the active variable. The operation open() and up() are given in Figure 33. The
result tuples can be found by following the TrieIterator.
Leapfrog Triejoin as Trie-Iterator
1globals: Array LeapFrogs, integer d
2
3lftj open():
4d := d + 1





10for each iter used in LeapFrogs[d]:
11iter.up()
12d := d − 1 // backtrack to previous var
13
14lftj value(): return LeapFrogs[d].leapfrog value() lftj next():
15LeapFrogs[d].leapfrog next() lftj seek(): LeapFrogs[d].leapfrog seek()
16lftj atEnd(): LeapFrogs[d].leapfrog atEnd()
Figure 33. Leapfrog Triejoin Implementation
Figure 34 is an example showing the step by step operation of LFTJ for finding triangles
in the graph. In this example, three relations are represented by three Triees, E(x,y), E(x,z)
and E(y,z). The join operations performed on three variables x, y, and z occurs in three
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corresponding levels as explained below.
0 1 2 3
1 2 3 3 4 5
0 1 2 3
1 2 3 3 4 5
0 1 2 3














Figure 34. Example of using LFTJ to find triangles. Final results are marked by boxes
1. open level x. After this, both E(x,y) and E(x,z) point to the children nodes {0,1,2,3}.
E(y,z) does not have variable x.
2. Use Leapfrog Join to find the first matched number, number 0, in the level x from
Trie E(x,y) and E(x,z).
3. open level y. E(x,y) opens from the number 0, level x which is found in the previous
step. Now E(x,y) is at level y and points to the child of the found node which is {1}.
E(y,z) opens level y from the root level and it points to {0,1,2,3} at level y. E(x,z)
does not have variable y.
4. Use Leapfrog Join to find the first matched number, number 1, in the level y between
data set {1} from E(x,y) and {1,2,3,4} from E(y,z).
5. open level z. E(x,y) does not have any data at level z. So, it remains at the matched
node at level y. E(x,z) open the child node {1} from number 0 at level x which is
found in step 2. E(y,z) open the child nodes {2,3} at level z.
6. Use Leapfrog Join to intersect two data sets at level z {1} from E(x,z) and {2,3} from
E(y,z). The intersection cannot find any result.
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7. E(x,z) calls up to return to number 0 at level x. E(y,z) calls up to return to number 1
at level y.
8. Use Leapfrog Join to find the second matched number in the level y between data set
{1} from E(x,y) and {1,2,3,4} from E(y,z). The search hits the end and returns with
no result.
9. E(x,y) calls up to return to number 0 at level x. E(y,z) calls up to return to the root
node.
10. Use Leapfrog Join to find the next matched number, number 1, in level x from E(x,y)
and E(x,z).
11. open level y again. E(x,y) opens from number 1, level x. Now E(x,y) points to the
child nodes {2,3} at level y. E(y,z) opens from the root level and points to child nodes
0,1,2,3 at level y.
12. Use Leapfrog Join to find the first matched number, number 2, in the level y between
data set {2,3} from E(x,y) and {1,2,3,4} from E(y,z).
13. open level z again. E(x,z) opens the child nodes {2,3} at level z from level x. E(y,z)
opens the child nodes {3,4} at level z.
14. Use Leapfrog Join to intersect two data sets at level z {2,3} from E(x,z) and {3,4}
from E(y,z). The first matched number is number 3. Because level z is the bottom
level, this is the first found triangle which is labeled as number 1 at level x, number
2 at level y, and number 3 at level z.
15. Continue the above steps until traversals of the three tries complete. This example
only contains one triangle.
The above example shows that LFTJ can be viewed as cooperatively traversing sev-
eral trees in a depth first order. The most important method is seek which is used to find
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matched values among several data sets. Since all the data is sorted, the seek method can
be implemented by any O(log(n)) algorithm such as binary search.
5.3 GPU-Optimized Multi-predicate Join
The new approach, referred as GPU-optimized uses a carefully designed strategy that is
specifically optimized for GPUs. It uses an efficient data structure for the GPU to access the
data and fundamentally changes the original algorithm to but employs the main principles.
5.3.1 TrieArray Data structure
As shown in Figure 32(d), the GPU-optimized approach uses a data structure called TrieAr-
ray. The structure is inspired by the commonly used CSR format used for graphs and matri-
ces. The TrieArray structure uses two flat arrays: val and ptr because accessing contiguous
data in flat arrays is very efficient in a GPU. As an example, the TrieArray for the Trie in
Figure 32(c) is shown in Figure 32(d). Every node in the Trie is labeled by an index number
in a breadth first way, starting from left to right and from top to bottom. The first array, val
stores the Trie node values. val[i] stores the node value of the i-th node. The total length of
this array equals the number of nodes. The second array, ptr, stores the information related
with the Trie structure. ptr[i] identifies the index of the first child of the i-th node. The
difference between two adjacent number in ptr is the child number of the left node. For
example, the children of the first node starts from 4 and the children of the second node
starts from 5. Thus, the children number of the first node is 5 − 4 which is 1. The nodes
in the bottom layer which do not have child nodes do not store anything in the ptr array.
The last entry in this array stores the total number of the nodes so that the last entry in the
second last level can correctly get its children number. Thus, array prt is shorter than the
array val by the number of last level node number minus one. Last but not least, TrieArray
is more compact and uses less memory than the original relation table. Thus It should take
less time to access TrieArray than to access flat table.
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5.3.2 Algorithm Overview
The GPU-optimized approach targets to pursue the best performance. At a high level, the
GPU-optimized approach makes two significant changes to the original sequential LFTJ
algorithms.
1. The new algorithm changes the depth first traversal into breadth first traversal. The
advantage of breadth first is that it can expose more fine grained parallelism because
nodes in the same level can be processed in parallel. The downside is that this ap-
proach has a larger memory footprint because it needs to maintain a work list to hold
these nodes.
2. The new algorithm replaces most of the O(log(n)) search with O(n) linear search.
O(log(n)) method has better computation complexity, but it has random memory
access pattern which is detrimental in GPUs.
To traverse the Tries in a breadth first order, the algorithm starts from the top level,
all GPU threads work together to horizontally intersect one level of nodes belonging to
different predicates. The algorithm continues in subsequent levels and finishes when the
bottom level is processed. Thus, the original problem is divided into three sub-problems.
1. Node expansion - Similar to regular Breadth-first Search (BFS), the GPU-Optimized
approach needs to expand the child nodes from the parents nodes in parallel.
2. Intersection - The expanded child nodes from different predicates are intersected to
find the matched values. The output is a bitmask to indicate the positions of the
matched nodes.
3. Filter - The bitmask generated above is used to filter several arrays to get the result.
The first two sub-problems are hot research topics in GPGPU research. Here, two
high performance primitives, vectorized sorted search and load-balancing search from the
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ModernGPU library are used to assist the processing of these two sub-problems. These
two primitives are both designed based on the merge path [37] framework which partitions
the workload among each CTA and then among each thread inside the CTAs such that
workload balance is guaranteed. The computational complexity of both algorithms is O(N)
where N is the input size. Moreover, these two primitives are also optimized for coalesced
memory accesses, bank conflicts, ILP, etc. A brief introduction is as follows.
1. Vectorized Sorted Search - This primitive reads in two sorted arrays and locates the
lower/upper bounds of each element of the first array in the second array. If elements
of both input arrays are unique, vectorized sorted search can be directly used to
intersect two arrays since a simple check of the lower/upper bound with the search
key can indicate if the match exists or not.
2. Load-Balancing Search - It is the reverse operation of exclusive scan. For example,
the children count of the first level in Figure 32, is an array of {1,2,2,1}. The exclusive
scan of the children count is {0,1,3,5} which corresponds to the position in the output
array where the child nodes can be expanded into. Running load-balancing search
over the exclusive scan result will generate another array {0,1,1,2,2,3} where each
value corresponds to the parent id that can expand its children to this position. For
example, the second element has value 1 means parent 1 can expand its children
to this position. Load-balancing search is used by several other primitives of the
ModernGPU library to balance workloads.
When processing the predicates level by level, some nodes in the Tries are filtered out.
Every predicate has a result array to store the index of remaining elements. This array
gets updated after every intersection. Since several Tries are traversed at the same time,
there must be some way to connect their individual result arrays. In the new join algorithm,
elements at the same position of each index array point to the subtrees that will be expanded
and intersected in subsequent levels. These elements are referred as associated elements.
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Predicates that have been intersected are referred as processed while the rest are referred
as not processed. According to the status of the two predicates to be intersected (either not
processed or processed), three cases which use different intersecting procedures need to be
considered. The problem of finding triangles (Figure 34) in a graph is shown below as an
example to explain these three cases, followed by the description of a general algorithm.
5.3.3 Examples of Finding Triangles
Case 1: Not Processed intersects Not Processed Processing the top level, level
x, involves the two predicates E(x,y) and E(x,z) which have not been intersected. In
fact, this case only happens when processing the highest level of two predicates because
child level has to be processed after its parent. Moreover, the top level data are always
stored consecutively in the array val. Therefore, the procedure only requires a normal
pairwise intersection. Since the data from each predicate are unique, one vectorized sorted
search can find all the results. As to the clique-problems, two predicates (e.g. E(x,y) and
E(x,z)) contain the same values in level x so that the intersection results are identical to
the inputs. Thus, the intersection can actually be skipped. As shown in Figure 35, in the
result arrays belonging to predicates E(x,y) and E(x,z) respectively, elements in the same
position point to the matched values. For example, the first elements of two result index
arrays are both 0, which indicates the first elements of E(x,y) and E(x,z) are matched
(the matched value is 0).
val
0 1 2 3
E(x,y) E(x,z)
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
Result 0 1 2 3
  
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
Figure 35. Processing Level x
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Case 2: Processed intersects Not Processed Processing the second level, level
y, requires intersecting the predicate E(x,y) which is processed in the top level and the
predicate E(y,z) which is a new input to the procedure. As explained in the overview,
three steps are used in this process:
1. Expanding the child nodes of E(x,y) from level x to level y.
2. Searching the matched values in E(y,z).
3. Generating the result index arrays for all three predicates.
The purpose of expanding children is that the following intersection step can read in
the input as a contiguous array so that the intersection step can evenly partition the input
and access the memory with coalesced accesses. The overhead of expanding depends on
how many parents need to be expanded and how many children each parent has. Note that
the parents to be expanded may not be consecutive (consecutive in this example but not in
the general case) and can cause non-coalesced memory accesses. However, the memory
access pattern is not completely random because child nodes of the same parent are stored
together. Also note that the expanded children come from different parents so that they
may not be sorted. A most straightforward approach to expand the children of E(x,y)
from level x to level y is
1. Running exclusive scan of the children count to calculate the output position;
2. Mapping the parents to GPU threads such that each thread expands one parent and
stores the children to the calculated position.
A major drawback of this approach is that the workload of each thread depends on its
child count which varies substantially. Instead, load-balancing search is used to guarantee
that each GPU thread expands the same number of children. Figure 36 shows the major
computations to calculate the addresses of the children to load the values. In this example,
six threads independently expand six children.
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ptr
Children Ptr=start+rank 4 5 6 7 8 9
Children Val=val[Children Ptr] 1 2 3 3 4 5
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Matched Idx
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1 2 3 3 0 0
Figure 36. Child Expansion and Binary Search of Level y
Usually, the expanded number of child nodes is larger than the parent number because
a parent usually has more than one children. In some cases, the expanded children number
can be even larger than the GPU memory capacity. Thus, the algorithm compares the
total children number (calculated by the exclusive scan) with the free memory size before
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physically expanding the children. If the number of child nodes is larger, the algorithm will
expand the child nodes in multiple rounds. In each round, it partitions the parent nodes and
only expands those that for which the number of child nodes fit in free GPU memory. In
Figure 37, the expanded child count is six and the free memory can only hold three nodes.
Thus, the first round expands the first three parents and the second round expands the last
parent.
prev result
Children Count 1 2 2 1
0 1 2 3
scan 0 1 3 5 6
Round 1 Round 2
total
Free Mem: 3
Figure 37. Example of using two rounds to expand children
After expanding E(x,y), the expanded child nodes of E(x,y) needs to intersect with the
y level of E(y,z) which is not processed before. Vectorized sorted search cannot be used
here because one of the inputs (the expanded children from E(x,y)) may not be sorted.
Instead, a traditional binary search is used. The result of binary search is
1. A bitmap that shows if a child of E(x,y) finds a match.
2. An array that records the matched indices in E(y,z).
The last step is generating the new result index arrays for all predicates. Elements of
index arrays generated from E(x,y) and E(y,z) are already associated and point to the
same values. While not directly involved in the computation of level y, the result index array
of E(x,z) from the previous intersection should be updated such that it is also associated
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with the newly generated index array of E(x,y) and E(y,z) Each updated index array
element of E(x,z) is associated with the parent of each result index array element of
E(x,y). Specifically in this example, the updated index array elements of E(x,z) should
also point to the parents of the new results of E(x,y). The bitmap generated by the binary
search is used to filter several different arrays to create the final new results. The detailed
process is shown in Figure 38. The filtering is implemented as a stream compaction process.
New Results
prev_result 0 1 2 3
Bitmap 1 1 1 1 0 0
Matched Idx
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Figure 38. Generating New Results of Level y
Case 3: Processed intersects Processed The last level, level z, of the triangle ex-
ample involves two predicates E(x,z) and E(y,z) that have already been processed. The
computation flow is similar to processing level y, first expanding children for both predi-
cates, then intersecting them and finally generating the results. The child expansion step is
shown in Figure 39. It should be noted that some parents have been expanded twice. For
example, the prev result of the predicate E(x,z) in the figure has two indices having
the same number 1 and this parent node is expanded twice. Redundant expansion con-
sumes more memory space but eases the intersection part because it can perform better
load balancing by using merge-path and more coalesced memory accesses. Similar to Case
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2, the free memory size is also checked and only children fitting in memory are going to
be expanded. The expanded children of both predicates may not be sorted. However, the
intersections only apply to the nodes whose parents are associated (i.e., the subtrees LFTJ
is chasing down) which is indicated by the sorted parent id. Furthermore, children of the
same parent are sorted and unique. So, wrapping the value of each children values with
their parent id and treating it as a single value (i.e., parent id.child value), the inputs to
be intersected can still be considered as sorted and unique. Therefore a simple vectorized
sorted search can find all matches. Figure 40 shows the major steps in this cases. The
output of the intersection is again a bitmap and an array records all matched indices. These
two outputs are again used to generate the results of this level as shown in Figure 41 which
is similar to level y.
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Figure 39. Child Expansion of Level z
The operations performed by the three cases involve several CUDA kernels. Kernels
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Figure 40. Intersection of Level z
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Figure 41. Generating New Results of Level z
5.3.4 General Join Algorithm
The three levels in the example of finding triangles show how the algorithm handles three
different cases. As a general multi-predicate join, every level may handle more than two
predicates. The combination of any two predicates always falls into one of the above three
cases. The general algorithm that processes one level is described as below:
• Classify the predicates according to their status, processed or not processed.
• For all the not processed predicates, run the pairwise intersection as Case 1 to find
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common values of all new predicates. The memory accesses are mostly coalesced.
• For all the processed predicates, run the pairwise intersection as Case 3. The inter-
sections can reduce the result size. Some of the memory accesses are index-based
indirect accesses and may not be coalesced.
• Use the costly binary search as in Case 2 to intersect not processed and processed
predicates.
The above algorithms aggressively selects predicates that can be processed by the most
efficient intersections and use at most one binary search in one level. Figure 42 shows how
the four clique problem can be solved. Three intersections belong to Case 1, another three
belong to Case 3, and only two binary searches are used. The pairwise intersection that
in the same level are not independent. Some intermediate results of the first intersection
can be reused by the later intersections. For example, the later intersection does not need to
expand nodes that has already been expanded by the first intersection. Instead, it only needs
to filter the existing expanded children. If there are more than two predicates involved in
one case, the algorithm sorts the predicates according to their length and starts from the
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Figure 42. Intersections to solve 4-clique problem. Numbers are the orders to perform the intersection
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1. The computation complexity of Case 3 is O(n) and the complexity of Case 2 is
O(log(n)). Running short ones earlier can reduce the execution time.
2. The short one generates short bitmasks which can reduce the memory footprint and
also the time to scan the bitmask.
GPU-Optimized follows the same programming style as ModernGPU and uses the
same optimization techniques such as register blocking, texture memory, etc. Moreover,
kernels that use load-balancing searches use merge-path to map array elements to GPU
threads as many ModernGPU primitives do. The other kernels such as filtering kernels,
array elements are evenly assigned to CTAs and then to threads.
Compared with other GPU algorithms designed for pairwise relational join, GPU-
optimized approach
• processes all the predicates at the same time. Take triangle listing as example, when
intersecting E(x,y) and E(y,z) at level y, E(x,z) is also filtered. Thus, GPU-optimized
has less searches to perform.
• replaces heavy data reorganization (sorting or rebuilding hash table when join keys
are changed) with binary searches.
• has relatively smaller memory footprint because of the compact TrieArray data struc-
ture.
5.3.5 Trade-off Between Binary Searches and Linear Searches
In the previous example, linear search is used when two arrays are both sorted because it
has good load balance and good memory access patterns. However, in some cases when
the two sorted arrays are different (e.g. different distributions or different lengths), adding
some binary searches can be rewarding mainly because of its good computation complexity
although always using binary searches is slower in the GPU as shown in the experiment
section.
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For example, when intersecting two arrays as shown in Figure 43 where one is much
longer than the other one, using linear search needs to compare all 12 numbers, but it only
requires two binary searches. In this extreme example, the good computation complexity of
binary search may outperform the GPU efficient linear search. Thus it might be beneficial
to combine these two technologies to get better overall performance.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 104 6 ∩
Figure 43. Example of Tradeoff between Linear Search and Binary Search.
There are at least two ways of mixing binary search with linear search as shown in
Figure 44
• Only some elements uses binary search. For example, if the first and last elements
of the short array use binary search, the linear search scope in the longer array can
be restricted. In Figure 44(a), the linear search only needs to compare data in the
gray area. The cost of binary search is negligible, but its benefit can be large. This
method is used in GPU-optimized by default. Certainly, some other elements in the
short array can also use binary search to further shrink the search scope, but the cost
of binary search will increase.
• Only run the first several iterations of binary search. The first several iterations of
binary search can skip large segments of data. For example, the first iteration can get
rid of half of the data while the last iteration can only discard one data item. Thus,
every element in the short array can use the first several iterations to locate a small
area that its match may exist and the following linear search can be used to find the
precise position. For example, only the gray areas need to be checked in Figure 44(b).
This method should have relatively higher overhead than the first one because more




































Figure 44. Two methods of mixing linear search with binary search. (a) Some elements uses binary
search; (b) Run the first several iterations of binary searches.
The selection between the two methods and the number of binary searches that should
be used depends on the data distribution and requires detailed workload characterization.
This remains a future research topic.
5.4 Experimental Evaluation
The performance of four approaches are experimentally evaluated in this section: LFTJ-
CPU, LFTJ-GPU, GPU-optimized and regular pairwise relational joins. LFTJ-CPU runs
the original LFTJ algorithm on a multi-core CPU. It parallelizes the sequential algorithm
by evenly partitioning the data in the first layer and maps them to the CPU threads. LFTJ-
GPU works in the similar way as LFTJ-CPU, but replaces the CPU threads by the GPU
threads without any further optimizations. LFTJ-CPU and LFTJ-GPU completely uses
binary searches to seek data. The benchmarks focus on the two queries that find triangles
and four-cliques in randomly generated graphs. Red Fox is used to perform regular sort-
merge joins from the ModernGPU library. The inputs to Red Fox are flat arrays as shown
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in Figure 32(b) and the other three approaches use the TrieArray structure. The results of
different approaches are verified with the LogicBlox platform.
Table 8 lists the characteristics of the evaluation environment. The high-end NVIDIA
GeForce GPU is attached as a device on the host PCIe channel. Synthetic graph workloads
are generated as follows. Graph sizes range from 10K edges to 100M edges; Edges are
randomly placed between nodes. Nodes are stored as 64-bit integers. The number of
nodes is maintained as numEdges(C−1)/(2C−4), where C is 3 for triangles or 4 for 4-cliques.
Therefore, each node in triangle workload has 2 edges on average and 4-clique has 2 ×
numEdges1/4 edges. Note how nodes for the 4-clique dataset have increasingly connected
edges as the size of the graph grows. This will stress the memory footprint of the GPU-
optimized approach and Red Fox. The degree-distribution is chosen such that the number
of found triangles or 4-cliques is very sparse, ranging from 0 to 3.
Table 8. Experimental Environment.
CPU Intel i7-4771 GPU GeForce GTX Titan
G++ 4.6.3 NVCC 6.0
OS Ubuntu 12.04 Driver 331.62
CPU Mem 32GB GPU Mem 6GB (288.4GB/s)
PCIe 3.0 x16
In the experiments, all GPU approaches assume the input data are sorted and trans-
formed into the TrieArray and reside in the GPU memory. PCIe transfer time is not in-
cluded in the following experiments since this chapter focuses on in-core algorithms.
Figure 45(a) shows the performance for finding triangles. For all tested graphs, GPU-
optimized is faster than the other three approaches which demonstrates that all optimiza-
tions work well. Compared with LFTJ-GPU, GPU-optimized uses a similar data structure
but can more efficiently utilize GPU resources. Compared with Red Fox, GPU-optimized
works on a more compact data structure and uses binary searches to replace sorting. Note
that Red Fox cannot run 100M edge graphs because the intermediate data generated by the
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first binary join is larger than the GPU memory capacity. Averaging from 10K to 100M
edges, GPU-optimized is 1.95x faster than LFTJ-GPU, 6.37x faster than LFTJ-CPU, and
3.00x faster than Red Fox (10K to 30M). When running LFTJ-optimized with the largest
graph, the internal node expansion requires more memory than the GPU can provide, then
extra overhead occurs to expand nodes in multiple rounds as introduced earlier. Thus,
GPU-optimized has relatively sharp decline at 100M edge graph , but it is still 7.8x faster
than the CPU approach. It is also interesting to notice that LFTJ-GPU is 3.12x faster than














































Figure 45. Experimental Results: (a) Triangle Throughput; (b) 4-Clique Throughput.
Figure 45(b) compares the performance of finding 4-cliques. Recall that 4-clique in-
volves much more computation than 3-clique so that the achieved throughput for all four
approaches is much lower than for the triangle problem. Here, the advantage of GPU-
optimized is more evident. GPU-optimized has to expand nodes in multiple rounds when
the graph has 1M or more edges. Red Fox can run up to 1M edges. Averaging from 10K
to 100M, GPU-optimized is 5.87x faster than LFTJ-GPU, 6.19x faster than LFTJ-CPU,
and 5.32x faster than Red Fox (10K to 300K). When running 100M edge graph, LFTJ-
optimized is 11x faster than the CPU approach.
Most effort of the time in GPU-Optimized is spent on improving memory access pat-
terns and load balance between parallel threads. To verify the effectiveness of the used
approaches, nvprof is used to measure the warp execution efficiency (average active threads
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per warp ÷ maximum number of threads per warp) and ld/st average replay (average num-
ber of replays for each load/store instruction executed when there is bank conflict or non-
coalesced memory access). For comparison, Wang et al. [85] measured the above metrics
for a wide range of irregular GPGPU applications including pairwise binary search based
relational join. In the 30M triangle problems, warp execution efficiency across all kernels
are as high as 95% (100% is ideal) which is as high as many regular GPGPU applications.
As to ld/st average replay (0 is ideal), binary search kernel is 31 and node expansion kernel
is 19 as expected. Excluding these kernels, the average number across all kernels is down
to 0.96 from 4.62. 4-cliques problem has similar warp execution efficiency (94% overall
for 3M), but much better ld/st average replay number (0.63). The reason is that it only uses
2 binary searches and its node degree is much larger which is good for coalesced memory
access pattern.
The peak throughput of GPU-Optimized in triangle example is around 190 MEdges/sec
when the graph has 1M edges which equals to 5.3 GB/s input/output throughput. Similarly,
the peak of 4-cliques (also at 1M edge graph) is 32 Medges/sec which is around 0.6 GB/s.
For complex queries such as clique listing which involves a lot of searching, the achieved
throughput is smaller than the bandwidth of PCIe-3.0.
The GraphLab distribution provides a tool for counting triangles. It is used to com-
pare with the GPU triangle performance (on the same hardware). This tool does not use
general-purpose join algorithms to compute triangles; instead a a vertex-centric program-
ming model is used where the triangle counting algorithm is written directly in C++. 4-
cliques performance is not compared because the lack of a highly tuned 4-cliques imple-
mentation for GraphLab.
In comparison with GraphLab, the load-time is excluded and only the triangle counting
time is included. For the 30M (100M) datasets, GraphLab took 7.8s (42.0s) while LFTJ-
CPU required 2.1s (9.2s). For smaller datasets LFTJ-CPU was even faster, averaging an
improvement of 7X for data size from 10K to 100M. To compare relative speeds without
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multi-core-effects, both implementations are tested with the configuration to use only a
single-thread. Here, the runtime-numbers for the 30M (100M) dataset are: 27.4s (124s) for
GraphLab and 12.8s (51.9s) for LFTJ-CPU.
It is important to note that
1. GraphLab allows using cluster-parallelism and will then scale to much larger datasets.
2. GraphLab does not require the input data to be sorted as LFTJ does. However, even
with sorting LFTJ-CPU outperforms GraphLab on our single machine. Focusing on
the 30M (100M) dataset: using the CUDA thrust library, sort takes 0.64s (2.5s) on
the GPU; Building the TrieArray data structure is not parallelized or optimized. The
serial CPU implementation here takes 0.23s (0.76s).
5.5 Summary
This chapter presents a multi-predicate join algorithms for the GPU by adapting a worst
case optimum CPU algorithm into the GPU. The new algorithm exposes more fine-grained
parallelism and improves the memory access patterns. Its performance is evaluated by
running triangle listing and 4-cliques listing in undirected graphs on synthetic datasets.
The benchmarks show that the GPU-Optimized algorithm outperforms the naively paral-
lelized original LFTJ implementation when run on the GPU, which in turn outperforms the
same implementation run on the CPU, which outperforms GraphLab on the same hardware.




SUPPORTING OUT-OF-CORE DATA SETS
The last part of the dissertation focuses on the problem of executing relational queries over
out-of-core data sets in a heterogeneous system which resembles relational computations
in a real world system. The previous three chapters show that GPUs can improve the
performance of relational computations when data fit in the GPU memory and the achieved
throughput is smaller than PCIe bandwidth when the query is complex. When the data set
is larger than the GPU memory size or even the host memory size, the impact of PCIe and
the disk I/O have to be considered.
Figure 46 shows the whole memory hierarchy of such a heterogeneous system. This
chapter focuses on using solid-state drive (SSD) as hard disk so that SSD is shown as the
last level of storage. Comparead with traditional hard disk, SSD has less access time and
latency. Its power consumption is also low. Therefore, SSD may replace hard disk for
relational computation in the future when SSD price drops since database applications are
normally considered as I/O bound. In Figure 46, the higher level of storage is closer to
the GPU computation cores and usually has higher bandwidth, but smaller capacity. The
bandwidth of the shared memory and register file of GPU can be over 1TB/s. Thus, the
higher level storage can be viewed as the cache for the lower level storage. Note again,
the bandwidth of PCIe is much smaller than the GPU host memory which makes it an
inevitable bottleneck for GPGPU applications.
In order to achieve the best performance, executing complex queries over large amount
of data in a heterogeneous system as shown in Figure 46 requires using the high throughput
of GPU to overcome the data movement overhead through the whole memory hierarchy.
More specifically, it involves the following aspects.
• Partition the data into slices that fit the GPU memory. A tradeoff has to be made be-
















Figure 46. The memory hierarchy of a GPU accelerated heterogeneous system.
between different partitions.
• Schedule the primitives so that the result of previous primitives can be cached in the
GPU memory and used by the following primitives. Otherwise, the GPU data have
to be swapped with the CPU data which may decrease the performance.
• If the result or intermediate data of a primitive is too large to be held in the GPU
memory, a solution is required to decide when and how to overflow these data to the
host memory.
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• If more than one GPUs are used, the partition algorithm is also responsible for work-
load balance among these GPUs.
• Large amount of data need to be moved from SSD to GPU cores. Data movement
overhead in each level of storage should be either reduced through algorithm opti-
mization or hidden by the computations.
This chapter introduces the design of a framework that supports relational computations
over out-of-core data set. By implementing this framework and evaluating it in terms of
the effectiveness in utilizing memory bandwidth that are brought up by the above data
movement problems, it provides the measurement, learnt lessons, insights that are valuable
for designing a real commercial system.
A prototype runtime system from LogicBlox Inc. is leveraged as the CPU-side data and
task manager to control the execution of relational computations on GPUs. As shown in
Figure 47, in the extended system, the GPU is treated as another powerful computation core
in addition to the CPU cores. Thus, the existing CPU side partition and schedule can be
used directly without any change as long as GPU shares the same programming interface
with CPU. The reason of choosing this prototype system is that it uses TrieArray as data
structure and LFTJ as main primitive which are compatible with the highly efficient GPU-
optimized LFTJ designed in Chapter 5. By using this prototype, it is also demonstrated that
the integration of GPUs into an existing CPU based system can reuse most of the existing
components which substantially reduces the engineering effort. The chapter makes the
following specific contributions:
• Integration of a complex GPU algorithm into a complete CPU system;
• Design and implementation of the double buffer approach to hide the PCIe and CPU
overhead by the GPU computation;
• Demonstration of using multiple-GPUs in a heterogenous system to execute rela-
tional computations;
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• Quantification of the efficiency of using GPUs to evaluate out-of-core data sets;
CPUs
CPU Cores
LogicBlox RT parcels 









Figure 47. GPU is viewed as another high throughput core.
This chapter first briefly introduces the partition algorithm from LogicBlox Inc. in
Section 6.1. Next, Section 6.2 introduces how to connect two GPUs to the CPU system
to accelerate the execution of LFTJ. After that, Section 6.3 introduces how to use CUDA
streams to hide the PCIe data movement latency. The last section shows the experiment
result.
6.1 Introduction of the Partition Algorithm
This chapter describes the procedure that the GPU-Optimized LFTJ algorithm is integrated
into a prototype runtime system to handle out-of-core data sets. Figure 48 shows the exe-
cution flow of this runtime when running a LogiQL rule such as triangle listing over out-
of-core data set. The first step is to parses the input commands. The available commands
include transforming data format, printing status, rule evaluation, etc. If the command is
rule evaluation, it is fed into the slicer with necessary information carried by the command
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parameters such as rule configuration and input data. As discussed previously, out-of-core
input data sets reside on the SSD, which are partitioned by the slicer to find a portion that
can be evaluated by the following in-memory LFTJ. After the partitioned data are eval-
uated, LFTJ returns to the runtime and the runtime calls the slicer again to find the next
partition to process. This procedure continues until all the data are processed.






Figure 48. The execution flow of the prototype runtime.
One of the most important part of this runtime system is the slicer. It executes a par-
tition algorithm [86] which manages the data movement through the hierarchy shown in
Figure 47. This algorithm is developed by LogicBlox Inc. and is described here for com-
pleteness of the chapter.
In the beginning, the out-of-core data are stored in the TrieArray format as defined in 5.2
in the secondary storage which is SSD in this chapter. The TrieArray has n variables in the
order of x1, . . . , xn. In the case of triangle listing, the three variables are x, y, z in Figure 34.
Directly executing LFTJ over these data causes excessive I/O operations because the LFTJ
algorithm may access arbitrary data in the TrieArray at anytime which leads to frequent
page faults.
The partition algorithm partitions the n-dimensional search space into boxes. Each
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box has a lower bound and a higher bound for each variable (dimension) so that each box
contains only the data fitting the host memory to be processed by an in-memory LFTJ algo-
rithm. Figure 49 uses triangle listing as an example to illustrate this process. Figure 49(a)
is the graph used for this example. Figure 49(b) is the corresponding Trie. Figure 49(c) is
an example of dividing the data into seven boxes. The upper part of Figure 49(d) shows one
of the boxes. In this box, every variable x, y, z is given a lower bound and a higher bound.
The default lower bound is −∞ and the default higher bound is ∞. The three predicates
E(x,y), E(x,z), E(y,z) used to compute the triangle listing must slice the data so that every
variable x, y, z falls into the scope limited by the lower and higher bound. The bottom of
Figure 49(d) shows the slices of E(x,y), E(x,z), E(y,z) of this box. The three sliced tries are
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Figure 49. Example of boxing for using LFTJ to list triangles. (a) original graph. (b) TrieArray repre-
sentation. (c) Boxed search space. (d) Example box and Trie slices.
Figure 50 is another example of the boxing procedure. This example partitions the data
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of Figure 32(c) into two boxes. The first box is [−∞ < x ≤ 1,−∞ < y < ∞,−∞ < z < ∞]
and the second is [1 < x ≤ ∞,−∞ < y < ∞,−∞ < z < ∞]. This partition only splits the
data of variable x into halves and the other two variables are remained intact. Figure 50
shows the original data on the left, the three slices of the first box at the top and the three
slices of the second box at the bottom. Note that the the tries built for different boxes have
some duplicated data which is E(y,z) in this example because in-memory LFTJ needs data
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Figure 50. Example of partitioning Figure 32(c) into two boxes. Only the first box contains a triangle
which is marked by a square.
The partition algorithm itself is straightforward and elegant. The input of the algorithm
is the lower bounds for all variables and available memory size to store the partitioned
data. The algorithm finds the upper bounds for all variables so that the box formed by the
lower and upper bounds creates the largest slices whose total size is smaller than the given
memory size. This procedure is also referred as probing. The initial lower bounds are −∞.
The algorithm finds one set of upper bounds and forms one box. The found upper bounds
of the current box become the lower bounds of the next box. The partition algorithm is
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called by the runtime until the found upper bounds are ∞. The process of searching the
upper bounds is implemented as a simple binary search. When a box is found, new slices
of the predicates are created in the CPU memory by copying the data of each variable
falling between the lower and upper bound from the original TrieArray into the TrieArrays
of the new slices. The copied ptr array of the TrieArray are adjusted accordingly. More
details of the algorithm including the pseudo code can be found in [86]. [86] also proves
the following features regarding its I/O efficiency:
• The partitioning algorithm is I/O efficient and worst-case optimal.
• It still maintains the original CPU computation complexity of LFTJ.
• When running triangle listing over large graphs, it can match the I/O complexity of
the state-of-art specialized graph algorithm [87].
When the system contains more than one processor, e.g. two GPUs, each processor re-
quires its own slicer to partition the data. Every slicer is executed by a separate CPU thread
which is controlled by the main CPU thread of the runtime. The slicer is implemented as
multi-thread safe so that each box can only be fetched by one slicer. The current implemen-
tation of the slicer is simplified and has load balance issue. Some slicers may have more
partition work to do than others. This problem may even be intensified if the computation
processors have large difference in computation throughput (e.g. CPU vs. GPU).
6.2 System Overview
The experiment environment of this chapter is the same as Chapter 5 except that it uses two
GPUs: a GTX Titan and a Tesla K40c. Compared with GTX Titan, K40c has more memory
(12GB), larger number of cores (2880), and smaller memory bandwidth after enabling
error-correcting code (ECC). Overall, it has similar throughput as the GTX Titan when
running LFTJ.
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The overall system diagram is shown in Figure 51. The runtime executed by the main
thread spawns several new threads to manage the attached GPUs if the received command
is to run relational computation. The number of spawned threads equals to the number
of GPUs used to perform the computation. Therefore, each spawned thread only needs
to manage one GPU. Note that the GPU management threads run on the CPU rather than
on the GPUs, and the CUDA kernels invoked by these threads are executed on the GPUs.
The spawned thread needs to perform several management tasks including creating CUDA
context, binding itself to a specific GPU, explicitly managing the GPU memory, and trans-
ferring data between CPU and CPU. One of its most important tasks is to invoke the slicer
and GPU-Optimized LFTJ. After the slicer gets the new slices of TrieArrays stored in the
host memory, these slices are copied to the GPU memory. Since the GPU-Optimized LFTJ
shares the same interface with the original CPU LFTJ, the GPU multi-predicate join can
be integrated directly to the runtime without any changes. The iterations between these
tasks are similar as the original CPU execution flow shown in Figure 48 where the GPU
management threads complete after all the data are processed.
One input parameter of the slicer to be determined is the size of the memory space
required to store the slices which is referred as box size. If using smaller box size to store
the partitioned data, more boxes have to be created. The tradeoff between box number
and box size is that smaller box size is easier for achieving load balance and large box has
lower partitioning overhead. The smaller the box is, the less time is needed to process the
data in the box so that the processors have less idle time waiting for other busy processors.
However, using smaller box size requires calling more box procedures which leads to more
data movement overhead.
Usually the smaller the box is, the higher ratio of the duplicated data exist in the slices
and the larger the number of boxes grows. For example, imagine the x variable of Fig-
ure 32(c) is splitted into four partitions or four smaller boxes, with each box having a E(y,z)




















Figure 51. The execution flow of paritioning data in the CPU and running LFTJ on two GPUs.
shows the relations between box size and box number of graph LJ, one of the benchmark
graphs that are introduced in Section 6.4. The horizontal axis is the box size where from
the left to the right each box size is half of the previous one. The solid line represents the
the resulting box number for different box size. The dotted line grows in the power of two.
The figure demonstrates that the box number grows far more than twice if reducing the box
size by two.
Figure 52(b) shows the relations between box size and the total execution time which
equals to the product of box number and processing time per box. If the processing time of
each box is linear with the box size, the total execution time dramatically increases as the
box size goes down. As shown in Chapter 5, the actual processing time of LFTJ in GPU
is between O(n) and O(nlog(n)) which means using large box size needs much less total









































Figure 52. Relations between box size, box number and execution time.
box size is overwhelming. Thus, this chapter chooses to use large slice size to reduce the
box number.
6.3 Concurrency Improvement
CUDA streams can be used to further improve the performance by increasing the concur-
rency when running large input data sets. However, concurrent execution on the GPU is not
always beneficial. When executing two kernels concurrently on a device, each kernel nom-
inally has access to only half the resources (CTAs and threads). Figure 53 uses the simple
SELECT operator from [74] to illustrate this point. The line no stream (old) is the original
implementation of SELECT that passes 50% of the elements. The line no stream (new) is
the same implementation as no stream (old) but uses half the number of threads and CTAs.
The performance of (new) is worse than (old). The line stream uses CUDA stream to con-
currently run two independent SELECTs each using the same design as (new) (the element
number in the Figure is the total element number of both SELECTs). The performance of
(stream) is better than (new) since two SELECTs can run concurrently. However, stream is
worse than (old) when number of elements exceeds 8 million. It shows that concurrency is
beneficial only when number of elements is small because less data parallelism exists. For
large numbers of elements, concurrent stream execution is not advantageous. In cases like

























































Figure 53. Performance of concurrently executing two selections (Tesla C2070).
Alternatively, another way to concurrently use the GPU is to use double buffering to
partition the data set into segments and overlap the data transfer of one segment with the
execution of another segment. Thus, the PCIe transfer is hidden by overlapping communi-
cation and computation. This is especially useful when the element number is large. This
method is called Kernel Fission below because it is an opposite operation to Kernel Fusion.
The experiment GPU device in this section, the NVIDIA Tesla C2070, can overlap
two PCIe transfers with a computation kernel which means the following three events can
happen at the same time: one stream is downloading data to GPU, the second stream is
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computing and the third stream is uploading result to the CPU. For such a device, at least
three streams are needed to fully utilize its concurrency capacity.
Figure 54 compares the performance of kernel fission with serial execution using one
SELECT operator. The data set used here is very large exceeding the size of GPU memory
since these are the cases of interest. Note that the GPU’s 6GB memory can hold less
than 1.5 billion 32-bit integers. On average, the throughput achievable with kernel fission
is 36.9% better than the baseline version which demonstrates that pipelining can provide
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Figure 54. Performance of kernel fission.
In principle, the execution time of kernel fission is the maximum of CPU→GPU transfer
time, GPU compute time, and GPU→ CPU transfer time. Taking SELECT as an example,
the maximum is typically the input transfer time because the result of SELECT is smaller
than the input, and the operator itself is computationally simple. Thus, the performance
of running one SELECT with kernel fission is relatively insensitive to the fraction of the
operator taken by the filter operation. The drawback of kernel fission is that
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• It has to use pinned memory to transfer data which may hurt the CPU performance
by reducing the available memory of CPU to perform other critical system tasks.
• More GPU memory has to be used to buffer the input and/or output data.
As to triangle listing, three events can run concurrently, CPU partitioning, PCIe trans-
ferring, and GPU computation. Considering the fact that GPU computation dominates the
overall time, the integrated system put the first two events in one CUDA Stream and LFTJ
execution in the other stream as shown in Figure 55. Thus, the time spent in preparing data












Figure 55. Use double buffer to hide CPU partitioning and PCIe data movement.
6.4 Experiment Evaluation
This section focuses on the triangle listing problem on a heterogeneous system that has a
multi-core CPU and two GPUs: one GTX Titan and one K40c. The experiments investi-
gates and analyzes the overhead of partitioning, its behavior with limited available main
memory and its performance compared to best-in-class competitors.
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The evaluation environment is introduced in the Section 6.2. The same set of graphs
used to evaluate the CPU partition algorithm [86] is evaluated again to test the efficiency
of GPUs. Table 9 lists the characteristics of these graphs. The first row of the graph shows
the graph name. Both real-world and synthetic input data of varying sizes are used. The
real-world data include graphs from online community: “LiveJournal (LJ)”, “Orkut” and
“Twitter”. The smallest dataset is “LJ”, which contains the friendship graph of the online
blogging community LiveJournal [88, 89]. Next, “Orkut” is the friend-ship graph of the
free online community Orkut [90, 88]. “TWITTER” is one of the largest freely available
graph data sets which contains the as-of-2010 “follower” relationships [91, 92]. The TWIT-
TER graph is a power law graph in which some nodes have much larger node degree than
the orther nodes. GPU-Optimized LFTJ is not expected to perform well in this graph since
the computation complexity of linear search is too inefficient for this type of workload.
“RAND” and “RMAT” are synthesized graphs and have better understood characteristics.
Each of them comes in a medium-sized version (RAND16 and RMAT16) with 16 million
nodes and 256 million edges and a large version (RAND80 and RMAT80) with 80 million
nodes and 1.28 billion edges. In the RAND dataset, the edges are created by uniformly ran-
domly selecting two endpoints from the graph’s nodes. The RMAT data contains graphs
created by the Recursive Matrix approach as proposed by Chakrabarti et al. [93] which
closely matches real-world graphs such as computer networks, or web graphs. The graph
is generated by using the data generator available at [94] with its default parameters. The
LiveJournal and the synthetic graphs were also used by the MGT work in [87] and earlier
work [83] to evaluate out-of-core performance for the triangle listing problem. The second
row of Table 9 shows the graph size after transforming them into TrieArray data structure.
The execution time for the TrieArray-based implementation of LFTJ and two compet-
ing algorithms on the above experiment data sets with various configurations and memory
restrictions is measured and presented. The TrieArray-based experiments are conducted on
both CPU and GPUs.
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Table 9. Characteristics of the used data sets. The CSV sizes refer to the raw data stored as flat array
in ASCII. TA stands for the TrieArray representation stored in binary. |V | is the vertex number in the
graph. |E| is the edge number. #∆ is the number of found triangles.
LJ Orkut RAND16 RMAT16 RAND80 RMAT80 Twitter
csv 500MB 1.8GB 4.1GB 4.0GB 22GB 22GB 25GB
TA 315MB 1.2GB 2.3GB 2.2GB 11GB 11.2GB 10GB
|V | 4 Mio 3 Mio 16 Mio 16 Mio 80 Mio 80 Mio 42 Mio
|E| 35 Mio 117 Mio 256 Mio 256 Mio 1.28 Bill 1.28 Bill 1.2 Bill
|E|
|V | 8.7 38.1 16 16 16 16 28.9
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Figure 56. Computation and I/O overhead of the partition algorithm. Omitted graphs for
{RAND—RMAT}16 as the look like the “80” variants. The X axises are the fraction of the input
data size. For example, 0.1 means the available memory for boxing is 10% of the total input size. The
Y axises are the execution time in seconds.
Figure 56 shows the computation and I/O overhead of the partition algorithm. The X-
Axis varies according to the box size available for the partition shown in GB. The individual
points range from 5, 10, . . . up to 200% of the input data size in TrieArray representation.
The first row of Figure 56 tests the computation overhead of the partition algorithm. LFTJ
can only use memory up to the size of a fraction of the input during execution. To further
(almost completely) remove I/O, all input data are cat-ted to /dev/null, which essentially
pre-loads the Linux file-system cache. The partition is performed in one CPU thread and
CPU LFTJ runs with eight threads to fully exploit the four cores of the CPU. Four variants
are executed for every benchmark: (1) the full CPU LFTJ, (b) the full GPU LFTJ, (3)
searching and copying the partitioned data without running LFTJ (probing + boxing), and
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(d) only searching without copying input data nor running LFTJ (probing only).
The CPU work performed for searching and copying is trivial in comparison to the
work done by the CPU or GPU join evaluation, even when the box sizes are limited to as
little as 5% of the size of the input. The second top lines of the five figures in the first row
represent the performance of executing GPU-Optimized LFTJ on K40c. The largest box
size supported by GPU is much smaller than CPU because GPU has much smaller memory
size and GPU-Optimized LFTJ uses much larger memory footprint. The GPU number is
not shown in the TWITTER graph because GPU performance is more than 10x slower than
its CPU counterpart for this power-law graph. However, GPU is 1.46-2.95x faster for the
remaining graphs even when CPU uses 200% boxes. The CPU overhead of searching and
copying is still less than 15% when LFTJ is performed in GPU. Results from [86] show
that the general LFTJ together with its partition algorithm is three times slower than the
specialized graph algorithm in the out-of-core setting. Using GPUs can reduce the gap
or even match with these specialized algorithm. Both the productivity and performance
portability provided by this framework enables the domain expert to still use their general
tools while enjoying the computation power provided by the accelerators such as GPUs.
The performance of the partition algorithm when disk I/O needs to be performed is
the main concern of evaluating out-of-core data. The same experiments as the first row
of Figure 56 are conducted again but all linux system caches are cleared before starting a
run. The total amount of memory used for the program (data+instructions) and any caches
used by the operating system to buffer I/O on behalf of the program are further limited
by using Linux’s cgroup feature. The actual used limit is the value given to the partition
and shown on the X-Axis plus a fixed 100MB (that accounts for the output buffer and the
size of the executable). Results of this set of experiments are shown in the second row of
Figure 56. These results are end-to-end which include all the overhead that happens in real
world when running out-of-core data set. In this scenario, the cost of searching the box is
still very cheap even for the 5% memory setting; Copying the data now has noticeable costs
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for low-memory settings (25% and below) when executing LFTJ in CPU. However, even
then, it is mostly dominated by the time to actually perform the in-memory joins. This is
even more so for the real-world data sets. If executing LFTJ in GPU, the total execution
time is still 1.30-1.73x faster than using the same box size to run CPU LFTJ for the first
four graph. The ratio of searching and copying increases since GPU is faster in joining.
Note PCIe overhead is not included in the paritioning part, but included in the GPU LFTJ
execution. In two real-world graphs, LJ and Orkut, the overhead is still less than 1/3, while
in two synthetic graphs, the overhead is between 66%-75% which indicating that the I/O is
the bottleneck. In the latter cases, two levels of partition can be used: first find a large box
from the secondary storage and then find small boxes to send to GPU from this large box.
This should significantly reduce the I/O cost because the second row of Figure 56 proves
finding large box has much smaller overhead than finding small box from SSD and the first
















































Figure 57. Speedup of using one or two GPUs against one CPU.
The last set of experiment demonstrates the capability of multi-GPUs on the boxing
algorithm. Figure 57 shows the speedup of using one K40 and using both GPUs over the
baseline which executes LFTJ in CPU by using 1GB box. K40 and Titan both use 512MB
boxes so that the smallest graph, LJ, needs two boxes and can be executed concurrently
in two GPUs. Memory is not restricted in this set of experiment. One K40 can still bring
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around 2x speedup. When concurrently executing LFTJ on two GPUs, the speedup can
reach 2-4x. Using two GPUs is always faster than using one GPUs while the scalability
differs from one graph to another. For graph LJ, the use of an extra GPU only improves
the performance by 5% because there is not enough data to saturate both GPUs. For all
other benchmarks, the extra GPU can bring at least 40% additional speedup, particularly
the largest TWITTER graph which has 90% additional speedup because of the low cost of
boxing and full utilization of two GPUs executing the join algorithm.
6.5 Summary
This chapter discusses the problem of using GPU to accelerate the relational computa-
tion with the out-of-core data and provides one detailed solution which allows seamless
integration of the GPU accelerated LFTJ algorithm with the advanced CPU data partition
algorithm. This is a demonstration that the GPU accelerated database system can still reuse
the major CPU components. Using triangle listing as an example, GPU can improve the
performance of general relational join to catch up with the state-of-the-art specialized graph
algorithms. Thus, domain expert users can solve graph problems with high productivity by
simply executing relational computations in the proposed system. The overall integrated
system can be optimized in several aspects to further improve the performance:
• Improve the partitioning algorithm to reduce data duplications between different
slices.
• Improve the load balance between different slicer so that each processor only has to
process the amount of data that is proportional to its throughput.
• Add a feedback-driven control system to adapt to different workloads, for example,






This thesis discusses several different aspects of running relational computations on GPUs
including the basic query compilation, sophisticated memory optimization, complex algo-
rithm design, and integration with existing CPU database system. As a conclusion, this
thesis demonstrates that GPUs can bring significant speedup because of the potential par-
allelism existing in the relational computations, but requires extended effort in memory
allocation and accesses due to the nature of low computation density and large volume of
data to be processed. The insights of this thesis are summarized as below.
First, the static compilation of relational computations is a straightforward process by
progressively lowering the domain specific language to high level of IR, then low level of
IR, and finally the binaries that can be executed directly on the device. It is very simi-
lar to other language complies that are specifically targeted at GPUs such as Python [73]
and JavaScript [95]. It is also similar to the compilation flow of traditional database sys-
tem, although with a different backend which requires different primitive implementations.
Therefore, the compilation itself is not the obstacle of using GPU in database. In fact, the
existing query language front end and query optimization of the traditional CPU database
system can still be utilized when executing relational computations on GPUs.
Second, the significant speedup of the GPU accelerated system mainly results from
the efficient primitive design. The low computation density makes all primitives including
join or even multi-predicate join very easy to implement with a simple and straightforward
approach. However, an efficient GPU implementation could be substantially more compli-
cated as the algorithm has to take care of various aspects including memory access patterns,
load balancing, fine-grained parallelism, occupancy, ILP, etc. The nature of low computa-
tion density actually makes the algorithm design more difficult because the performance of
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the primitives are more sensitive to the achieved memory throughput and workload imbal-
ance. This thesis uses the following techniques to improve the performance:
• Use the shared memory to stage data to fully utilize memory coalescing. The algo-
rithm is carefully adapted to reduce the use of random memory accesses.
• Use a sophisticated partition algorithm to assign workloads to the CTAs and then to
the threads in the CTAs to guarantee the load balance in every level.
• Fully exploit the fine-grained parallelism. While it is easy for simple primitives such
as SELECT and PROJECT, significant algorithm redesign are required for complex
primitives such as multi-predicate join algorithm.
• Reuse shared memory and registers to increase the occupancy.
• Use loop unrolling, register blocking, and avoid bank conflict to improve the ILP.
By using the above techniques, all primitives are implemented as several kernels and
most of these kernels are bounded by the memory. Only kernels that still require random
memory accesses such as binary search kernels cannot fully utilized the GPU memory
bandwidth.
Third, aggregating the computation can reduce the memory movement overhead and
reduce the memory footprint. Kernel fusion and GPU-optimized multi-predicate join al-
gorithm are two different approaches proposed in this thesis to achieve this goal. Kernel
fusion explicitly removes the round trip data movement and memory allocation of inter-
mediate data by staging the data closer to the computation cores. GPU-optimized LFTJ
algorithm collaboratively processes all the predicates to reduce the size of the intermediate
data. The first approach is more flexible and the second approach has better performance.
Fourth, although PCIe and disk I/O could be the throughput bottleneck of individual
standard primitive on GPU, they are not the limitation for the complex queries such as
TPC-H or clique listing which are the focus of this thesis. The throughput of individual
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standard primitive on GPUs is much higher than the bandwidth of PCIe. For example,
binary join can reach over 30GB/s. Therefore, PCIe or disk I/O is the bottleneck depends
on where the data are stored. However, if the computation for the same piece of data is
complex enough, the achieved throughput is much smaller than an individual primitive and
the GPU computation can dominate the overall performance. For this type of relational
computation, it is important to (1) cache the data in GPU so that more computation can be
executed over the same piece of data and (2) reduce the memory footprint so that more data
can be processed.
Fifth, the GPU can be viewed as another high throughput core when adding it to an
existing CPU-based system. However, the runtime system should consider the difference
of the cost model as wells as the data transfer overhead between CPU and GPU.
7.2 Future Work
Looking forward, there are still many areas that can be explored. First of all, many primi-
tives are required to handle different data distribution which determines the memory access
patterns. As GPUs are more sensitive to the memory access patterns than CPUs, algo-
rithm designs for such primitives as well as choosing the right primitives (either statically
or dynamically) are the important problems that need solutions.
Second, applying many existing database technologies to GPUs would also provide
many new opportunities. For example, data compression and decompression can reduce
the data movement across the CPU-GPU memory hierarchy. However, compression and
decompression are highly data dependent so that it is not easy to implement them on GPUs.
Another example is query optimizations which are traditionally used to find efficient query
plans to execute on CPUs. Adding GPUs to the whole picture would introduce more vari-
ables when optimizing the query plans.
Third, GPU architecture is evolving in a very fast pace. Every new generation of GPU
requires fundamentally redesign of the primitives. For example, tuning for NVIDIA Kepler
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GPUs is very different from tuning for NVIDIA Fermi GPUs mainly because of the dif-
ferent ratio between register file and shared memory. Future GPUs from NVIDIA, AMD,
and Intel will introduce the stacked memory which has much higher capacity and band-
width. These changes are fundamental to relational computation and could bring signifi-
cant speedup. However, the penalty of not efficiently utilizing the new memory hierarchy
also becomes higher on these new generation of GPUs. Therefore, efficient primitive de-
sign and memory optimization are more critical on these new devices. Other examples of
new GPU features that may have significant impacts on relational computations are uni-
fied virtual memory, integrated CPU-GPU system and high bandwidth connection such as
NVLink [96]. These features can enlarge the GPU memory address space and reduce or
remove the drawbacks of PCIe.
Last, while not investigated or discussed in this thesis, changes in GPU architecture
could potentially make GPU more suitable for relational computations. For example, near
memory computation and power consumption are two areas that are worthwhile to explore.
The former could substantially change the way that computation and memory operations
interact with each other, which may lead to performance improvement. The latter would
require changes in the microarchitecture or circuit level in order to increase the energy
efficiency of relational computations.
Overall, GPUs provide new opportunities for relational computations and demonstrate
their efficiency in the prototyped system illustrated in this thesis. However, using GPUs in
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